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STEFAN A. RIESENFELD
SYMPOSIUM 2007

March 5, 2007,
BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA

Keynote Address -

The WTO and International Trade Law
After Doha: Where Do We Go From Here?

By
Dr. Alejandro Jara, Deputy Director-General, WTO

INTRODUCTIONS BY: SHARLA DRAEMEL AND PROFESSOR RICHARD BUXBAUM

SHARLA DRAEMEL: Good afternoon, thank you so much for joining
us today, we're really delighted to have such an esteemed keynote address. [Dr.
Jara] couldn't be a more appropriate speaker for our topic today. To give him a
more appropriate welcome, I would like to first introduce Professor Richard
Buxbaum who will be introducing our keynote speaker.

RICHARD BUXBAUM: Thank you. It's not only a privilege and an
honor to introduce Ambassador Jara, it's a personal pleasure as well. It is now
just a little over thirty years ago that he joined us at Boalt for his LLM degree
having graduated at that time a year earlier at home. And that was the year in
which Professor Reisenfeld retired. So we have contiguity if not overlap on that
point. And the reason I mention that is that we spoke this morning, Dean Edley
in particular, of Stefan Reisenfeld's engagement here. And what some of you
may: not realize, some of you newer folks, is that he is the only academic, not
only in the United States but also in Europe, who was actually fascinated by the
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European Community's common agricultural policy. And when Hans Schmidt
at Columbia helped to organize a collective commentary on the law of the Euro-
pean Community, Reisenfeld wrote-and in fact it delayed the publication of the
volume, a 240 page commentary on the common agricultural policy. I person-
ally still remember when commissioner Hand Vandergruben came to Berkeley
around that time and saw this. He was dumbfounded. And one of his questions
was, why? [laughter] But Steve was always interested in details. He knew more
about salmon from their row to their location on the Safeway shelves than any
other human being I've ever met. And that was the bedrock sense that all of us
who had continuity with Steve Reisenfel got. And I hope that all of you received
some indirectly through the related generations-the respect for details and the
related facts without losing the overall picture. And I just thought it was too nice
to let that common agricultural policy go. I was talking to Professor Nettisheim
this morning and I asked him what European academic works on the European
Agricultural policy? And he said well frankly, in law, no one. It's very detailed,
very technical. There may be some.

Ambassador Jara is one of the people I would say who has earned the right,
if you want to put it that way, to be seen as a leading figure in this field. His en-
tire professional, diplomatic career has indeed been spent not only in interna-
tional economic relations taken as a whole, but in world trade in particular. His
major appointment upon returning to Chile and entering the diplomatic service
was to be immediately sent to the GATT delegation in Geneva, and he spent
several years in that early stage of his career there really learning those ropes at
that time. He returned home and after working again in the international eco-
nomic field went to Caracas in the early 80s. Again in the Latin American eco-
nomic system. Then he went back and became the director of both the bilateral
and multilateral trade negotiation structures for Chile over the next several
years.

He returned to Geneva. He had been, in the meantime, the Chilean negotia-
tor of several of their most important bilaterals. Mexico is a very important ex-
ample of that. And then returned to Geneva as the head of the Chilean represen-
tation to the WTO with the rank of Ambassador. It is a matter of public record
that Chile had a different candidate in mind for the director general in the last
round. Even if you wouldn't say it Alejandro, it is a particular tribute to you and
to your deep experience that the Director-General requested you to join in Octo-
ber 2005 as one of the four Deputy-Director Generals at that time. We've had a
lot of nice conversations including in Geneva and I'm really looking forward to
not only your reflections on this morning's panel, but also on the larger theme of
Doha Round and afterwards. Thank you very much for being here.

DR. ALEJANDRO JARA: Thank you very much. Perhaps they appointed
me Deputy-Director General because they wanted to keep me quiet for a number
of years. That's why I welcome very much the occasion to be here. We in the
Secretariat, we don't have the right to take the floor during meetings.
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Thank you very much, I feel flattered to be here. Thank you to the Berkeley
Journal of International Law, to the International Legal Studies Program, thank
you Sharla and Laura. You sent me a letter and an email, and soon after Jon
Huenemann-thank you for your kind words this morning, John, sent me an
email and I immediately accepted. It was just too flattering to be asked to be
back here at this very prestigious Symposium and to be the Keynote speaker.
Irresistible.

I studied here in 1975-76, thanks to the Fulbright fellowship. And I have to
say something to correct the record. Somewhere it says that I got a Master of
Law degree. I didn't. I was 3 credits short of it because I told Professor Bux-
baum, he was my tutor, that I'd rather spend my last three weeks in California
traveling instead of typing. [laughter] He said be careful because those papers
have a tendency to get yellow and get old, and maybe you'll never send it in.
And I never did. One reason why is because two years later I looked at what I
had written and I totally disagreed with what I had done. And I had much to do
with other things to keep me busy.

I don't have a Power Point. I have a friend who works at the World Bank
who says that power corrupts [laughter] and that Power Point corrupts abso-
lutely.

International Trade Law after Doha. Do we have an after? I do believe sin-
cerely that we do. But international trade law is not only about the WTO, we
have bilateral investment agreements. There is a lot of law and case law out
there. And we have numerous free trade agreements and the agreements them-
selves are law and we have case law under those agreements. Trade to me is an
expanding concept. We've gone from trade in goods, the GATT, to the WTO
covering services. And in services, investment is there. And we have intellectual
property as part of the trading system as well. What lies in the future? I think we
have to tackle the question of whether or not to include investment per se in the
WTO. I think we should, because investment out there is being regulated by
many bilateral agreements and there is no multilateral control. Maybe competi-
tion policy. And maybe if we are lucky we'll be able to include air transporta-
tion into the system which today is excluded.

To me trade also is a deepening concept. Trade law is getting more sophis-
ticated, more detailed, and certainly more complex. About thirty, twenty years
ago I could say I'm an expert in the GATT and trade. Today I think no one can
say I'm a WTO expert. You become and expert in goods or an expert in ser-
vices, or in financial services or in intellectual property etc. It's an increasingly
complex world which requires greater specialization. The WTO is at the very
center of all this because it's a forum for trade negotiations although you can say
we have not done very well on this score lately. It's also a set of rules of disci-
pline, that's the public good we have. It's protected by dispute settlement
mechanism that works. More on that. We provide technical assistance and we
undertake a lot of monitoring and surveillance.

Let me say a few things about the dispute settlement mechanism since we
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are in the school of law. The dispute settlement mechanism of the WTO is not a
court of law, it's quasi-judicial. It has compulsory jurisdiction, it's accessible to
all members, it decides according to law. It's quasi-automatic, the decisions are
made by persons who are independent and it's got an enforcement mechanism.
It's coherent. It's got one set of rules for all the covered agreements of the
WTO. But the outcome of any dispute in the WTO is negotiated. In other words
a panel or an appellate body will go so far as to say whether a measure is or is
not in violation of an obligation. And if it is they will recommend that the meas-
ure be terminated or that it is otherwise put into conformity with the obligation.
But that's where it stops. What happens to that measure and in what period of
time is something that has to be negotiated by the two parties to the dispute.

It is very much also a system where at the very end is a lot of diplomatic
and political control. And it works. It works because [of] a very common per-
ception that it is in the interest of all to abide by it. We have had over 350 dis-
putes, over 40% of which have been initiated by developing countries. We've
had more than 123 panels covering 159 disputes. The United States has been a
complainant or respondent in 51% of the cases. Half of the cases that we have in
the WTO, the disputes involve trade remedies. And of those, a big chunk are
with regard to those measures which I will abstain myself from qualifying but I
will refer to Professor Cho.

In 90% of the cases a violation has been found and at the end of the day
there is enforcement. Countries, governments comply with the rulings. Some-
times it becomes difficult to comply. It takes more than one would hope. Par-
ticularly, where you have to move a congress and particularly with that is the
Unites States Congress. It takes even longer. But at the end of the day you can
apply counter measures to encourage compliance. And we have two sets of
counter measures being applied today. One is against the European Union, the
United States applies measures because of a hormones case; and the other one is
against the United States by several countries because of the so-called "Bird
Amendment." I think these broad numbers will tell you that it works. The test of
the system, does it help to solve disputes?-absolutely.

And Professor Aggarwal was saying something this morning about devel-
oping countries and the cost of the dispute settlement mechanism. The cost is
not that big. And particularly when you have a problem and there is an industry
behind it, the industry will finance it, particularly in a developing country. And
there's something called the Advisory Center for WTO Law which can help a
developing country and that's another means of doing it. And as for politics, his
words were, "you don't sue your donor." I don't think that corresponds exactly
to the reality. The reality is that when you have a bilateral problem, a trade dis-
pute, you start having political meetings. It raises the political profile and affects
the bilateral relationship. But once you take it to the WTO, and I say this out of
experience, then the problem is removed from the bilateral agenda. There is
someone else who will decide. You don't have to spend your political capital
trying to move the other party, perhaps a bigger party, to change the measure. I
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think it's perhaps politically effective, cost effective if you will, in this regard.
And the record is there.

Anyway, let me turn now to liberalization. Let's have a look at the Doha
Round. I am very grateful to all the speakers this morning because they have
said a number of things which will spare me the trouble of saying this to you,
and since I'm very jet lagged that's even more helpful. As one looks around the
world economy in the last, let's say twenty [or] thirty years, the rhythm and
scope of trade liberalization is very impressive. In goods, in investments, in ser-
vices, and this is ongoing. Services are even being liberalized as we speak. In
Europe or in Japan postal services for example. Most of this has been done uni-
laterally. By some accounts, if one takes what's happened over the last fifteen or
sixteen years, sixty percent of liberalization is explained by measures that gov-
emments have taken unilaterally. Twenty-five percent thanks to the multilateral
trade negotiations, mainly the Uruguay round. But also, after the Uruguay
Round, many processes of accession by important economies. Only ten percent
is due to bilateral agreements. Now, these numbers may change in the future.
Particularly on the side of bilateral agreements, but there you're going to say
that most of the liberalization has been done unilaterally. Now we hope we can
catch that in the WTO.

Mention was made this morning of a correlation, particularly in the field of
trade agricultural, between trade openness and poverty reduction. But some fig-
ures are very impressive. Sixty percent of the world population lived in poverty
in the year 1915. By the year 2002 that was reduced to 20%. This means China,
India. Many countries have gone in the reverse direction. Poverty has increased.
But, where it has decreased, you can see the correlation between opening up the
economy, amongst other policies, and poverty reduction.

Free trade agreements. [There are] many of them, and this is continuing and
growing. And perhaps more will come and be more important as [they] involve
larger economies. I'm talking of an agreement between the United States and
Korea, the United States and Malaysia, and others, for example. This is not all
due to free trade agreements, but certainly it tells you a lot about the world; the
European Union applies a most favored nation duty only to 9 countries around
the world. With all the rest of the countries or economies of the world they have
a preferential tariff. Who do they trade most with? With those nine. In many
ways, and I think the argument was made by Christina [Sevilla], the free trade
agreements have become a struggle against discrimination... [J]ust listening to
some of the conversations this morning, I'm thinking of John Huenemann, and
what we have done in the past with negotiating agreements, and I started saying
here we have two criminals [laughter].

Let me say a little more about this. Chile did a free trade agreement for ex-
ample with Korea. The duty for wine in Korea I think is 23%. Ask any Califor-
nia exporter, or any French, New Zealand or Australian, how do they feel about
Korea, and they don't feel very good about it because Chile took the market
over. Of course it's the best wine, so, anyway... [laughter] Also, Professor Ag-
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garwal said it, when a small country negotiates a free trade agreement with a big
country.. .that this will reinforce the rule of power instead of the rule of law, I
don't agree. For example, many developing countries have access to developed
country markets by virtue of preferential schemes such as a generalized system
of preferences.. .or the.. .Preferences Act, etc. Every time one of these has to be
renewed there may be more conditions attached. You may only have access to
the preferences if you do this on labor standards, if you do that on intellectual
property, etc. So there's a constant pressure on these countries that if they want
to maintain their access they will have to changes in some things, there's not a
negotiation. Whereas when you do a free trade agreement, that's it and it's for-
ever. So it's good. No more pressures.

Having said all that, let's say, as has been said-these agreements do not
solve everything. They can't. For economic reasons they cannot deal with subsi-
dies in agriculture or maybe even tariffs, where many tariffs in agriculture are
part of an agricultural policy. But the main point is that subsidies can only be
dealt with multilaterally. Or take for example, fisheries subsidies. Subsidies
granted to keep vessels out there which they otherwise couldn't, which encour-
age exploitation of fishery resources. That can't be done bilaterally. As my boss
likes to say-there's no multilateral or bilateral farmer. Anyway, there's also
anti-dumping. Anti-dumping, because of the politics behind, can only be dealt
with if the rules improve in a multilateral setting. Those three are examples of
changes that can only be done in multilateral trade negotiations and that means
the WTO.

If it's so easy to liberalize, liberalization has been done so wide scale, why
is it so difficult at the WTO? Well, I think the panel this morning on agriculture
explained it all. We have a very difficult situation in the Doha Round right now.
Last July, the negotiations collapsed and they were suspended. They were sus-
pended because they couldn't go any further. And in order to salvage what was
on the table, which was very much, things were stopped because otherwise
countries could start rolling back on their positions, and making a bad situation
even worse. And the point on which it collapsed was agriculture. In particular
domestic support and market access. Why does this happen? The high level of
ambition. And I think Tim Josling explained that this morning, why what we
could get out of these negotiations is far more than what was negotiated in the
Uruguay Round, and [it's] very important to many developing countries. But a
high level of ambition requires more exceptions. There are sensitivities that have
to be addressed one way or another. And in Agriculture, the sensitivities mean
the larger markets: beef, dairy, sugar, maybe bananas, and others. So we had to
suspend, but we have had a very active suspension. And we have only restarted
the negotiations now in late January when we got enough signals of political
support and impatience. But really, not an increasing flexibility.

However, one must say that the situation of these negotiations has im-
proved very much since then because the major actors in this game are finally
sitting down and negotiating what they should have long ago. As John Huene-
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mann explained, the reverse engineering. And let me stop here for a sec, and just
to show you the mistakes we sometimes make in organizing negotiations.

Our point of departure was that we would first deal with modalities. In
other words, we would first find the numbers of the tariffs, how much they were
going to be reduced on agriculture, on industrial products. By how much you
would reduce your domestic support, by how long it would take to eliminate ex-
port subsidies, etc. All the details. And one month later, or two, governments
would come back with their schedules, line by line, showing how to apply these
modalities on a line by line product basis. But it's only then the governments
would be aware of what would be their sensitive products or special products for
developing countries. Some developing countries would be applying special
measures should it become necessary etc. And frankly, no one likes to negotiate
blind-folded. And I think the United States had a point way back in July where it
said, 'I can be more flexible on domestic supply, but I cannot show my hand be-
cause you're going to pocket this first and ask me for more and I will not know
until much later where the impact of these modalities will be on products of in-
terest to the United States.' And that's no way to negotiate.

So what's going to happen right now, including this weekend, is that gov-
ernments are talking to each other, discreetly. It has to be done bilaterally be-
cause most people don't like to undress in public. The only way to do this is
very discreetly, bilaterally, to let the other side become aware of where the sen-
sitivities are where the problems are. And once you know that you have prob-
lems, you switch to a problem solving mood. That's the way to go on agricul-
ture. And this should also be part of a package that would also include industrial
products, etc. and an understanding of the depth of tariff cuts.

And a lot has been said already, I just want to say a few things here. We
hope that by the middle of the year, if we are very lucky, we can get traction
moving from these bilateral talks and work back to Geneva and to build the mo-
dalities and the rules of the game for agriculture and for non-agriculture market
access. And in doing so, one does have to start putting special numbers or disci-
plines for special cases. And just to show you two things on the complexity, and
also the fact that negotiations are not north-south; it's not a developing-
developed country problem. But it's certainly more complex because you have
to accommodate the so-called RANS-the recently acceded numbers. You know
China, Chinese Taipei, Kyrgyzstan and others, Georgia, etc, who claim that
when they entered the WTO they paid a lot. To use an American expression they
were taken to the cleaners. And I think they have a point therefore they say they
cannot politically or economically do a lot more now. So I want to pay, but less.

Then you have those countries which are concerned about preference ero-
sion. For example, many Caribbean countries will be concerned that they will
lose their preference for sugar or bananas in the European Union market or in
the US market in some cases. So they are against liberalization of those prod-
ucts. That is counteracted by the Central American countries who say exactly
the opposite. They want all tropical products to be liberalized immediately.
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Then you have the problems of geographical indications, and this pits the
old world against the new world. Be it on wines and spirits and the desire of
some to extend geographical protection that wine enjoys today to some other
products. And some even will say to services but fortunately that hasn't caught
up very much.

Then you have the small and vulnerable economies. And this goes on and
on and on. There are many coalitions mixing developed and developing coun-
tries that interact, some with offensive, others with defensive interest and one
has to accommodate all of that at least where agriculture and non-agriculture are
concerned in one big Christmas tree and hopefully achieve a balance.

Much has been said about agriculture so I'll say no more about that right
now. But let me say a few words about what we call NAMA-non-agricultural
market access. Trying to use a Swiss formula with a coefficient that will change
tariff structures all over the world. It will compress the tariff. In other words,
make it much more flat. And therefore, it could mean a big change in terms of
opening new markets and generating new incentives for investment everywhere.
For example, it would be very development friendly [when] you think [about]
Bangladesh, a least developed country. Its exports into the United States pay
more by way of duties than the combined exports of Denmark, Norway, Finland
and Sweden into the United States because of textiles and clothing. So by apply-
ing a formula, the Swiss formula, on textiles and clothing, then Bangladesh will
stands to win greatly.

I have also to say that there have been some comments this morning that to
make this more feasible politically we all need more market access and real
terms. But it so happens that many countries have already liberalized their in-
dustrial products or part of the agricultural products in the past. So when, let's
say the United States, asks some developing countries to make real cuts, you ap-
ply a formula cut, then the country will be reducing from its bound level, to get
closer to its applied level. Let's take Chile for example. Chile has a binding of
25%. It's applied is 6%, because of many free trade agreements its average is
1.9% actually. You'd have to have a formula with a very low coefficient to get
Chile to go below its applied level. But wait a minute. What are the other coun-
tries gaining by eliminating what is called the 'water in the tariff.' A lot. They're
gaining their liberalization which has already been anticipated so there's a real
gain there. For many countries this is a reality. In many countries the business-
men and the politicians are devaluing the value of binding in the system what
you have already done unilaterally. Big political mistake maybe.

Let me say a few words about the other areas in the negotiations and then
I'll wrap up. Another very important area is services. Before joining the secre-
tariat I was chairing the negotiations of services for four years. Sometimes I
would tell the governments' delegations: would any delegation that has made an
offer that will create a new business opportunity raise its hand. And I would al-
ways have silence. In other words, what we have on the table is a total or partial
binding of unilateral liberalization. As a matter of fact, even the most ambitious
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agreements on services, meaning those in bilateral free trade agreements do very
much that. They simply bind the existing liberalization and they put in the annex
the existing restrictions. And there's an annex too in the NAFTA model which
will reflect carve outs for future restrictions that will be applied in carefully de-
fined circumstances.

There's the exclusion game. When Europe says, 'audio visuals-no way,'
the US says, 'managed transportation-never'. Canada says, 'cultural indus-
tries--out of the question.' It's like a snow ball. Everyone feels entitled to say
no to this, no to that, I don't want to talk, etc. etc. So that adds another difficulty
to the services negotiations. This is all to say that the services negotiation now,
we can get a lot of progress in some key areas but I don't think we're going to
get to the point where the results in services will capture what has been negoti-
ated unilaterally. In the words of a French economist, in his particular French
accent, he says, 'the world still has to learn to negotiate services or liberalize
services through trade negotiations.' Anyway, I say this because we have to do a
lot more research and learn how to do this; how to do services liberalization and
how to negotiate better, how to organize negotiations better. We've already
made a lot of mistakes in this area in the past.

We have another area called rules which implies anti-dumping. A lot has
been said there, I just want to make the point that to my mind today, to improve
the rules on anti-dumping means something like a multilateral disarmament. To-
day measures of anti-dumping are not applied by the developed countries, but by
the developing countries and also against the other developing countries. India
and China and Argentina and many others do it all the time, this is increasing.
But we also have fisheries subsidies where we are learning, and we still have a
lot of technical work to do there, on how to eliminate certain subsidies. And we
have a very interesting outcome possible in this negotiation of better rules for
regional trade agreements, because the rules we already have are of little value
to control this growing spiral of free trade agreements.

Another very important area of the negotiation is what we call trade facili-
tation. And no one contests this very much. Everyone is very much attached to
getting good results. This has to do with customs procedures, administrative
procedures, and freedom of transit. This would help to reduce transaction costs
very much. And incidentally, the mandate for trade facilitation does contain a
very interesting novelty in the system. It says that the implementation of the
eventual results on trade facilitation will be linked to the capacity of each gov-
ernment to implement those. In other words, a special and differential treatment
a la carte. It applies not like special and differential treatment like one rule for
all developing countries, but maybe Brazil will not need it whereas Honduras
will need more, etc. etc. Each one will have to make its own case. This may im-
prove and make more effective the special and differential treatment inside the
WTO.

We also have negotiations on improvements that could be made to the dis-
pute settlement understanding. Many are of the view that the system works,
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quite well. If it ain't broke don't fix it. But there are some things which could be
done. I won't go into many details here, but this can affect things like third party
rights, like making a remand authority, given the authority of the appellate body,
the authority to remand the case to the panels to complete the analysis or the fact
finding that they have to do, etc. Complex questions undoubtedly, but possible if
put inside a package of balanced results across the issues.

Then we have, as I said, geographical indications, which is basically about
having a multilateral registry for wines and spirits. And the quarrel is that the
EU wants this to be legally binding, and the rest of the world, the new worlds,
wants this to be just for indicative purposes and to facilitate the protection of
geographical indications.

We also have an area of trade and environment. Perhaps achieve a little bit
more liberalization for environmental goods and services. But also, if needed, to
clarify the relationship between the WTO and multilateral environmental
agreements. There's so far no conflict of law, but if it will bring a greater degree
of comfort to governments, civil society, etc, perhaps a few things can be said in
that direction.

We have another area which is a work in progress which is not part of the
negotiation, but I must highlight it because this is very much to the core of what
one calls a development agenda. And that is something that we call "aid for
trade." In other words, for many countries in this world, particularly the least
developed, it doesn't matter by how much you bring down tariffs, by how much
you eliminate subsidies, because if you don't have the infrastructure, if you
don't have controls, I mean quality controls to see if you comply with certain
standards, etc., you will not be able to export anything. Therefore, negotiations
can be quite meaningless for many unless you change the supply side, unless
you help improve the infrastructure and you do the capacity building.

Now the WTO is not a development agency and we are certainly not
equipped to handle all that, but certainly we can coordinate all efforts into this
program which can grow in years to come to bring all the resources together. All
the resources from the World Bank, from the OECD, from the regional devel-
opment banks, including from the private sector, into coherent development
programs designed by each country. Each country will [identify] their priorities
in order to improve their capacity to take advantage of trade opportunities. And
if this program is attractive, I'm pretty sure they will attract increased funding
by donor countries to help the poor to take advantage of the trade liberalization.

I would like to draw these remarks to a conclusion by saying that right now
we have a great deal of political support to conclude the round; that we have a
seen some movement in the key players in terms of they're finally talking to one
another and negotiating what they should have done a long time ago.

Very attractive ideas about having a moratorium on free trade agreements,
perhaps it could be put in a different way. Ask governments to devote all the
necessary resources to conclude the round in the next eight, ten, twelve months.
And, therefore to not let the activities around free trade agreements take away
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necessary resources to conclude the round right now. It is very important to real-
ize that what is on the table, Tim Josling made some remarks in this regard, it's
big-huge. It's an opportunity that should not go away. We cannot lose it. If we
don't get this right, we are going to lose a great deal. And we're going to get
more free trade agreements, we're going to get a lot more litigation, certainly.
And mind you, we're going to be missing opportunities to reduce poverty world
wide on a big scale. And that's really scary.

So, I'm very happy to be here, very happy to be here at this moment. It's a
very crucial moment for the multilateral trading system. Things appear to be
moving in the right direction, albeit too slowly. I wish I could perhaps come
back here in a year or so with good news if you would be kind enough to let me
come here to explain the results that we have and how good they are. Anyway, I
thank you very much for the opportunity to exchange the ideas with you today
and I will be ready to answer any easy questions that you might have.

[Applause]
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I.
INTRODUCTION: BEYOND DOHA'S PROMISES

The World Trade Organization's (WTO)' Doha Round of trade negotia-
tions, was intended as a pledge to the world' s poor (as its soubriquet - the "de-
velopment round" - insinuates). In 2003, the World Bank presented a sanguine
forecast: developing countries would gain as much as $350 billion by 2015, lift-
ing 140 million people above the two dollar per-day poverty line. 2 The resulting
optimism, while tempered and challenged subsequently, 3 has been an enduring
life-force of the Doha Round negotiation. The guiding vision is that in response
to continued reductions in developed countries' tariffs and subsidies, developing
countries will dramatically increase their exports, moving them closer to their
development goals. This conviction, more than a prediction, may nonetheless
have poor countries staying close to the negotiation table despite recent dead-
locks.

4

However, even if the Doha round delivers on its original promise to reduce
tariffs and subsidies, which developing countries would heartily welcome, other
types of trade barriers, that is, "administrative barriers," are likely to continue
impeding developing countries' ability to export certain products to developed
countries' markets.5 Even the benefits of the least-developed countries' (LDCs')
duty- and quota-free market access, part of the face-saving package negotiated at
the Hong Kong Ministerial Conference, 6 may be negated by antidumping or

1. Marrakech Agreement Establishing the World Trade Organization, April 15, 1994, Final
Act Embodying the Results of the Uruguay Round of Multilateral Trade Negotiations [hereinafter
WTO Agreement], LEGAL INSTRUMENTS-RESULTS OF THE URUGUAY ROUND [hereinafter RESULTS
OF THE URUGUAY ROUND], 33 I.L.M. 1140, 1144-1153 (1994).

2. WORLD BANK, GLOBAL ECONOMIC PROSPECTS 2004: REALIZING THE DEVELOPMENT

PROMISE OF DOHA AGENDA xxix (2003),
http://siteresources.worldbank.org/INTRGEP2004/Resources/gep2004fulltext.pdf [hereinafter
WORLD BANK 2003]. According to the UN Millennium Campaign, nearly half the global population
lives on less than $2 a day. Millennium Campaign, About the Goals, available at
http://www.millenniumcampaign.org/site/pp.asp?c=grKVL2NLE&b= 185518.

3. The World Bank's later projection based on sophisticated and realistic multiple scenarios
delivered a starkly contrasting prospect; one scenario predicts that developing countries would gain
only US$16 billion by 2015. WORLD BANK, AGRICULTURAL TRADE REFORM AND THE DOHA
DEVELOPMENT AGENDA 456 (Kym Anderson & Will Martin eds. 2005),
http://siteresources.worldbank.org/INTTRADERESEARCH/Resources/AgTradeBook.pdf. Timothy
Wise and Kevin Gallagher cast an even darker outlook than the later World Bank estimate criticizing
the World Bank's neglect to take into account "costs" incurred by developing countries such as
compliance and administrative costs, tariff losses and adjustment costs. Timothy A. Wise & Kevin P.
Gallagher, Doha Round's Development Impacts: Shrinking Gains and Real Costs, RIS Policy Brief
No. 19, Nov. 2005, at 3,
http://ase.tufts.edu/gdae/Pubs/rp/RISPolicyBriefl 9WiseGallagherNov05.pdf.

4. See generally Sungjoon Cho, Doha 's Development, 25 BERKELEY J. INT'L L. 165 (2007).

5. See infra Part II (discussing administrative barriers).

6. WTO Ministerial Conference (Sixth Session, Hong Kong, Dec. 13-18, 2005), Doha Work
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sanitary measures imposed by developed countries.
Frustratingly, these non-tariff, non-subsidy trade barriers remain veiled

even through rich countries' liberal trade policies, not only because they are
hard to measure, but also because they are shrouded in legitimate social regula-
tions. 7 Wealthy democracies seem to have done very little to crack the hardest
protectionist nuts. On the contrary, such countries tend to pursue "optimal ob-
fuscation" by replacing conventional barriers, such as tariffs, with more esoteric
administrative barriers.8 This is a bad omen for poor countries whose economic
growth hinges on access to rich countries' markets.

Despite their potentially fatal affect on development, administrative barri-
ers (such as antidumping measures, various regulatory standards, and compli-
cated rules of origin) remain largely unaddressed in the current Doha round. As
negotiators have focused mainly on conventional barriers such as tariffs and
subsidies, administrative barriers have failed to occupy their rightful place on
the negotiation agenda, receiving instead only nominal treatment. 9

This lack of attention, albeit understandable from a practical standpoint, is
nonetheless problematic. Empirical data demonstrate that administrative barriers
are being applied "in a systematic pattern" which unfairly blocks exports from
developing countries.10 It is widely known that the Uruguay Round's innova-
tions in the form of technical standards and sanitary measures have already im-
posed tremendous costs on poor countries. 1 1 These barriers allegedly cost de-
veloping countries 100 billion dollars a year, which is twice as much as they
receive in aid. 1 2

More seriously, these administrative barriers tend to disproportionately af-

Program: Draft Ministerial Declaration (Revision), WT/MIN(05)/W/3/Rev., Dec. 18, 2005,
available at http://www.wto.org/english/thewto-e/ministe/min05_e/min05_e.htm.

7. See notably Daniel Y. Kono, Optimal Obfuscation: Democracy and Trade Policy Trans-
parency, 100 Am. Pol. Sci. Rev. 369 (2006).

8. Id.

9. WTO Ministerial Conference (Sixth Session, Hong Kong, Dec. 13-18, 2005); World Trade
Organization, Ministerial Declaration of 22 December 2005, WT/MIN(05)/DEC [hereinafter Doha
Work Program] at para. 22,
http://www.wto.org/english/thewtoe/ministe/min05e/final-text e.htm. ("We note that the Nego-
tiating Group has made progress in the identification, categorization and examination of notified
NTBs [non-tariff barriers]. We also take note that Members are developing bilateral, vertical and
horizontal approaches to the NTB negotiations, and that some of the NTBs are being addressed in
other fora including other Negotiating Groups. We recognize the need for specific negotiating pro-
posals and encourage participants to make such submissions as quickly as possible.").

10. See Andrew Mold, Non-Tariff Barriers - Their Prevalence and Relevance for African
Countries, African Trade Policy Center, Work in Progress No. 25, Oct. 2005, at 10, available at
http://www.uneca.org/atpc/Work%20in%20progress/25.pdf.

11. Joseph E. Stiglitz & Andrew Charlton, "A Development Round of Trade Negotiation?",
Initiative for Policy Dialogue Working Paper Series, May 11, 2004, at 4.

12. Maran Criticises Hike in Non-Tariff Barriers, REDIFF.COM, Jun. 24, 2002 (quoting the
Indian Commerce and Industry Minister Murasoli Maran), available at
http://www.rediff.com/money/2002/un/24maran.htm [hereinafter Maran].
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feet small producers in developing countries. By imposing tremendous adminis-
trative and compliance costs, administrative barriers tend to deprive these small
players of the ability to explore subtle niches in the global production chain.
These lost opportunities gravely undermine the ever-increasing developmental
potential which the recent phenomenon of global sourcing offers to the world's
poor.

Against this alarming background, this Article articulates the potentially fa-
tal effect that imposing administrative barriers has on the goal of developing
poor countries, and suggests retooling the current trade norms and policies in
order to make them more conducive to the WTO's development goals.

Part II of this Article begins by conceptualizing administrative barriers. It
notes that the conventional notion of non-tariff barriers (NTBs) could be both
over-representative and under-representative in capturing the developmental di-
mension of trade-restrictive domestic regulations. The Article proceeds to con-
struct a concept of administrative barriers centering on domestic regulations,
such as antidumping measures, regulatory standards, and rules of origin, which
have the most potential to obstruct development.

Part III highlights developmental hazards created by administrative barri-
ers. It observes that both protectionist antidumping duties and excruciating in-
vestigative procedures tend to offset developing countries' comparative advan-
tages in favor of developed countries' domestic producers. It then argues that
under-capacitated developing countries suffer from developed countries' high-
end regulatory standards which are often disguised protectionism. This part also
contends that most preferential trade agreements between developed and devel-
oping countries are not a solution but create yet another problem for develop-
ment because of their complicated rules of origin, which cancel out most oppor-
tunities for development through trade.

Part IV suggests ways of retooling the current trade norms and policies to
remedy this situation. First, antidumping investigations could be suspended or
curtailed for low-income developing countries. Second, regulatory dialogue
could be pursued between rich importing countries and poor exporting countries
in order to streamline standards and build capacity. Third, the rules of origin
could be loosened and simplified to offer developing countries expanded access
to rich countries' markets.

The Article concludes by arguing that administrative barriers will main-
stream the once marginalized world poor into the currents of global commerce
and thus help them help themselves, which will tend to promote global peace
and security.

II.

CONCEPTUALIZING ADMINISTRATIVE BARRIERS

Conceptualizing and defining administrative barriers, for the purpose of
this Article, is a task that should go beyond merely creating a taxonomy of such

[Vol. 25:3
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barriers. It should capture often hidden and embedded obstacles to market access
in a way that can highlight development concerns from the standpoint of devel-
oping countries rather than from the standpoint of developed countries. For ex-
ample, complicated rules of origin applied to textile imports may not be a big
problem to developed countries since they are not big producers of such labor-
intensive items. However, many developing countries rely heavily on these in-
dustries for their hard currencies, and thus, they truly suffer when labyrinthine
rules of origin stymie their access to rich countries' markets. 13

The concept of administrative barriers includes both protectionist and non-
protectionist measures. Measures such as complex rules of origin and antidump-
ing rules are obviously meant to protect domestic producers from foreign com-
petition. However, certain domestic regulations, such as those related to social
hygiene, carry with them legitimate policy objectives, such as protection of hu-
man health, labor and the environment. Nonetheless, these seemingly innocuous,
and often moralistic, domestic standards often create trade barriers against de-
veloping countries that are incapable of meeting these commonly demanding
standards.

Concomitantly, some of those domestic regulations may hide protectionist
motives under the auspices of health, safety and fair trade. For example, strict
labor and environmental regulations may be used to deter developing countries'
from exporting products to developed countries. For example, in the early nine-
ties, Representative Richard A. Gephardt, leader of the Democratic majority in
the U.S. House of Representatives, proposed the "Blue and Green 301," which
would penalize exporting countries that fail to meet certain environmental and
labor standards. 

14

Admittedly, these administrative barriers may overlap with a conventional
classification for trade barriers, such as "Non-Tariff Barriers (NTBs)." Yet, the
term NTB may be under-inclusive as well as over-inclusive for the purpose of
this Article. It may be under-inclusive in that it often focuses narrowly on cus-
toms regulations such as import licensing and customs charges, paying little at-
tention to internal administrative regulations. 15 At the same time, it may be
over-inclusive in that it possibly connotes any domestic regulation which poten-
tially hinders or impedes poor countries' market access, ranging from subsidies
to government procurement rules.

Taking into account its purpose of underscoring development failures, this
Article tackles three main concerns of developing countries regarding their ac-

13. See infra Part III.C, for a definition and discussion of rules of origin.

14. Reginald Dale, No 'Blue-Green' Protectionism, Please, INT'L HERALD TRIBUNE, Mar. 29,
1994. Section 301 refers to the U.S. statute which authorizes the U.S. government to impose sanc-
tions against foreign trading partners in case of their breach of international trade law or any other
unreasonable trade practices which harm the U.S. trade interests. 19 U.S.C. §§ 2411-2420 (2000).

15. See, e.g., OECD, Looking Beyond Tariffs: The Role of Non-Tariff Barriers in World
Trade (2005),
http://www.oecd.org/document/51/0,2340,en_2649_36251006_35795315 1 1 1 1,00.html.
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cess to developed countries' markets: antidumping rules, various standards, and
rules of origin. These three areas also correspond roughly to the main com-
plaints against developed countries' NTBs as listed by twenty-one non-OECD
(developing) countries' in a survey conducted by the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD) (see Table 1). 16

TABLE 1
NON-TARIFF BARRIERS OF MAIN CONCERN TO DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

Gov't Customs; Tech. Sanitary Trade
Type Procure- Admin. Quotas Barriers Measures Remedies Total

ment Reg.

Complaints 25 376 49 531 135 35 1196

(Source: OECD)

III.

DAMAGING EFFECTS OF ADMINISTRATIVE BARRIERS ON DEVELOPMENT

.4. Antidumping Measures

Even if rich countries grant poor countries duty and quota-free market ac-
cess in the Doha negotiation, the former can always impose prohibitively high
tariffs on the latter's clothing or shoes on the ground that the latter dump these
products in the former's markets. Dumping occurs when imported goods are
sold in a foreign market at cheaper prices than they are sold in a home country
or third-party market. 17 Dumping also occurs when foreign products are sold at
prices below their production cost regardless of their home sale prices. 18 Al-
though this price discrimination or discounted sale is a perfectly legitimate busi-
ness strategy in the domestic arena (unless predatory intent is involved), 19 the
very same practices are nonetheless regarded as "unfair" in international trade
and thus counteracted by importing countries. As many commentators have ob-
served, the antidumping regime is not based on a sensible rationale, but only on
protectionism.

20

16. OECD, Analysis of Non-Tariff Barriers of Concern to Developing Countries, OECD
Trade Policy Working Paper No. 16, TD/TC/WP(2004)47/FINAL, Jun. 3, 2005 [hereinafter OECD
(2005)]. Those twenty-one non-OECD countries represent a "geographically and economically di-
verse and balanced sample." Id. at 16-17.

17. Under the current U.S. statute, dumping occurs when a foreign producer sells his/her prod-
uct in the U.S. market at "less than fair value." Tariff Act of 1930 as amended, 19 U.S.C. §§ 1637-
1673h, §§ 1675-1675b, §§ 1677-1677n.

18. Id.

19. 15 U.S.C. § 13a (2007) (requiring that the purposes behind underselling be to destroy com-
petition or eliminate competitors).

20. Kenneth Dam, a renowned international trade law scholar, earlier observed that "the con-
cern with dumping is ... a concern with the protection of domestic industry from international com-

[Vol. 25:3
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The following example illustrates this dynamic: the United States imposed
high tariffs on Vietnamese catfish based on the assumption that the Vietnamese
catfish producers must have engaged in certain unfair practices without which
they could not have produced such cheap catfish.2 1 The United States believes
that foreign producers should compete on a "level-playing field" where condi-
tions for production are identical to those of domestic producers. 22 Conse-
quently, the United States neutralized this alleged unfair price advantage by im-
posing extra duties at its border. However, trade occurs in the first place
precisely because and when countries' production conditions are different, re-
flecting their comparative advantages.

Vietnamese catfish are cheaper than Mississippi catfish not because Viet-
namese catfish producers and the Vietnamese government clandestinely pursue
some dishonest policies in their "sanctuary market," 23 but because Vietnamese
farmers can produce better quality catfish in a more productive way than the
Mississippi catfish farmers, thanks to the Vietnamese comparative advantage in
catfish farming that is the product of lower labor costs and natural endowments
such as the Mekong Delta. 24

It is important to point out that final antidumping duties are only the tip of
the iceberg for developing countries. Domestic antidumping proceedings are ba-
sically unilateral since importing (developed countries') governments play the
multiple roles of police, jury, and judge without a due process mechanism. 25

These antidumping rules are rife with "devilish details" yet without any rational
foundations. 26 Often, antidumping authorities rely heavily on biased data which
petitioners (domestic producers) provide themselves. 27 Also, responding to anti-

petition." KENNETH W. DAM, THE GATT: LAW AND INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC ORGANIZATION
168 (1970). Likewise, the former Federal Reserve Board Chairman Alan Greenspan submitted that
antidumping measures are "just simple guises for inhibiting competition" imposed in the name of
fair trade." Richard J. Pierce, Jr., Antidumping Law as a Means of Facilitating Cartelization, 67
ANTITRUST L.J. 725, 725 (2000) (quoting Federal Reserve Board Chairman Alan Greenspan, Re-
marks Before the Dallas Ambassadors Forum, Dallas, Texas (Apr. 16, 1999)).

21. See generally Sungjoon Cho, A Dual Catastrophe of Protectionism, 25 Nw. J. INT'L L. &
Bus 315 (2005) [hereinafter Cho, Protectionism].

22. See BRINK LINDSEY & DANIEL J. IKENSON, ANTIDUMPING EXPOSED THE DEVILISH
DETAILS OF UNFAIR TRADE LAW, xi (2003).

23. "A government's industrial policies or key aspects of the economic system supported by
government inaction can enable injurious dumping to take place. Although these policies take on
many different forms, they can provide similar artificial advantages to producers. For instance, these
policies may allow producers to earn high profits in a home "sanctuary market," which may in turn
allow them to sell abroad at an artificially low price. Such practices can result in injury in the im-
porting country since domestic firms may not be able to match the artificially low prices from pro-
ducers in the sanctuary market." WTO, Negotiating Group on Rules, Communication from the
United States: Basic Concepts and Principles of the Trade Remedy Rules, TN/RL/W/27, Oct. 22,
2002, at 4.

24. Cho, Protectionism, supra note 21, at 316.

25. Id., at 329-30.

26. Id., at 334.

27. 19 U.S.C. § 1677e(b) (regarding "best information available"). See Wesley K. Caine, A
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dumping authorities' voluminous questionnaires may be agonizing for respon-
dents, which are typically developing country producers, since doing so usually
requires translators, accountants, economists, and lawyers, all of which can be
expensive. 2 8 This is why so many developing countries' producers are forced to
raise their export prices upon a mere threat or prospect of an antidumping com-
plaint by domestic producers.

All in all, rich countries cancel out poor countries' comparative advantage
through the use of substantive and procedural protectionism established under
the guise of antidumping measures. They base these measures on the groundless
rationale of fair trade or leveling of the playing field. As a result, poor countries'
economic development is seriously and adversely affected.

Data confirm the developmentally fatal effects of developed countries' an-
tidumping measures. For the last decade, the world's wealthiest economies, such
as the U.S. and the EU, have used antidumping as a weapon aimed primarily at
low-income developing countries. Since the WTO's inception, the U.S. has ini-
tiated a total of 366 antidumping investigations, 215 of which targeted low-
income developing countries. 29 In the case of the EU, during the same period it
initiated a total of 345 antidumping investigations, 237 of which targeted low-
income developing countries. 30

During the same period, antidumping initiations have concentrated on pri-
mary commodities and labor-intensive manufacturing goods on which develop-
ing countries hold a comparative advantage (see Table 2). 3 1

TABLE 2
ANTIDUMPING INITIATIONS BY SECTOR (1995-2006)

Sectors Chemical Plastic; Pulp; Textiles Stone; Basic Total
Products Rubber Paper Glass Metals

No. ofNon 578 389 126 209 104 844 2938Initiation

(Source: WTO)

Worse, the abovementioned developmentally fatal trend in antidumping
initiations is expected to continue in the future as manufacturing products as a
share of developing countries' exports increases (see Table 3).32

Case for Repealing the Antidumping Provisions of the Tariff Act of 1930, 13 L. & Pol'y Int'l Bus.
681,698 (1981).

28. See Elizabeth L. Gunn, Eliminating the Protectionist Free Ride: The Need for Cost Redis-
tribution in Antidumping Cases, 28 B.C. INT'L & COMP. L. REV., 165, 175 (2005).

29. WTO, Statistics on Antidumping,
http://www.wto.org/english/tratope/adpe/adpe.htm#statistics.

30. Id.

31. Id.

32. WORLD BANK 2003, supra note 2, at xx.

[Vol. 25:3
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TABLE 3
AN INCREASING SHARE OF MANUFACTURING EXPORTS IN

DEVELOPING COUNTRIES (PERCENT)

East Europe/ Latin Middle South Sub-
Central America/ East/ N. Saharan

Asia Caribbean Africa Africa
Resourceseorces 30 20 51 94 10 67Export (91

Resource Ex- 6 8 20 65 10 52
port (2001)

Manufacturing 50 62 20 4 55 10
Export (1981)
Manufacturing 88 85 60 30 80 28
Export (2001)
Agricultural 20 18 29 3 36 23

Export (1981)
Agricultural 6 6 20 3 10 20

Export (2001)
(Source: UN, World Bank)

B. Regulatory Standards

Regulatory standards ranging from sanitary measures to labor standards of-
ten block developing countries' access to developed countries' markets. Even if
some developing countries, such as LDCs, are granted tariff preferences, these
regulatory barriers diminish the usefulness of such preferential treatment. These
barriers include both technical and functional standards, such as technical and
sanitary regulations, and social and moralistic standards, such as environmental
and labor regulations.33

A number of developing countries, given their current capacity and infra-
structure, simply cannot afford to comply with sophisticated and demanding
technical and sanitary regulations imposed on their imports by developed coun-

33. General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, October 30, 1947, T.I.A.S. No. 1700, 55
U.N.T.S. 187, art. XX, para. (b) ("necessary to protect human, animal or plant life or health"), para.
(g) ("relating to the conservation of exhaustible natural resources if such measures are made effec-
tive in conjunction with restrictions on domestic production or consumption"); Agreement on Sani-
tary and Phytosanitary Measures, Annex I A, the WTO Agreement, supra note 1, art. 2.1 [hereinaf-
ter SPS Agreement] ("Members have the right to take sanitary and phytosanitary measures necessary
for the protection of human, animal or plant life or health,."), available at
http://www.wto.org/english/docs e/legal e/15-sps.pdf; Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade,
Annex I A, the WTO Agreement, supra note 1, art. 2.2 [hereinafter TBT Agreement] ("Such legiti-
mate objectives are, inter alia: national security requirements; the prevention of deceptive practices;
protection of human health or safety, animal or plant life or health, or the environment."), available at
http://www.wto.org/english/docs-e/legal-e/1 7-tbt.pdf.
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tries. 34 This structural problem tends to deteriorate developing countries' terms
of trade and prevents developing countries' producers from competing with
those of developed countries on a level-playing field.35

For example, during the period between August 2000 and July 2001, more
than 15 percent of agricultural products exported from India and Sri Lanka to
the U.S. were rejected due to their failure to meet strict U.S. labeling require-
ments.36 It is also estimated that Bangladesh's frozen shrimp industry had to
spend over seventeen million dollars in upgrading its production method to meet
the U.S. and the EU sanitary requirements. 37 For the same reason, less than a
quarter of Indian fisheries were approved to export to the EU as of 2002.38

Moreover, developed countries' such as the U.S., as well as the EU, change their
regulations frequently. Salvador Namburete, Vice Minister of Industry and
Commerce for Mozambique, once referred to the EU sanitary standards as a
"moving target," 39 recalling that "a shrimp exporter met all standards and im-
port regulations when the ship left the port, but by the time the ship reached the
EU the standards had changed and the cargo was not unloaded." 40

While many developed countries' technical barriers are already more strin-
gent than international standards, the continuing "upward revision of these stan-
dards at regular intervals" is further taxing developing countries that try to com-
ply with such moving targets. 4 1 In addition, developed countries' testing
methods have also become remarkably sensitive not because any scientific re-
quirement demands increased sensitivity of the conformity assessment proce-
dure, but merely because more sophisticated testing technology and equipment
is available. 42 This exceedingly demanding testing requirement makes testing
costs "disproportionately high and even prohibitive" to developing countries.43

In addition to government regulations, developing countries are also com-
pelled to comply with private, corporation-initiated standards. For example, In-
dian companies exporting seedless grapes to large European department stores
have to satisfy very demanding social standards required by those importers un-

34. See generally STANDARDS AND GLOBAL TRADE: A VOICE FOR AFRICA (John S. Wilson &
Victor 0. Abiola eds. 2003) [hereinafter A VOICE FOR AFRICA].

35. Maran, supra note 12.

36. Sachin Chaturvedi & Gunjan Nagpal, WTO AND PRODUCT RELATED ENVIRONMENTAL
STANDARDS: EMERGING ISSUES AND POLICY OPTIONS BEFORE INDIA 11 (2002).

37. Id., at 4; Cato, J.C., FAO, ECONOMIC ISSUES ASSOCIATED WITH SEAFOOD SAFETY AND
IMPLEMENTATION OF SEAFOOD HACCP PROGRAMMES (1998).

38. Mold, supra note 10, at 14.
39. Id.; Kipe, Sandie, 'Everything but Arms, Declining agricultural exports from Least Devel-

oped Countries', USDA Foreign Agricultural Service, Global Agricultural Information Network Re-
port No. E23149, June 2003, at 4.

40. Mold, supra note 10, at 14.

41. OECD, supra note 16, at 17.

42. Id., at 18.
43. Id.
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der the label of "socially responsible trading." 4 4 These social codes even specify
that Indian exporters build "health centers" and acquire a "new set of imported
instruments for fire extinguishing and evacuation belts.' '4 5 Unsurprisingly, com-
plying with these codes is nearly unaffordable for many of these exporters since
complying with the codes incurs nearly a forty percent hike in production cost.4 6

Nevertheless, these developed countries' demanding regulatory standards
are not always meritorious. They often result from irrational reactions or other
prejudices. When a cholera disease broke out in East Africa in 1997, the EU
rushed to ban all fish imports from the Lake Victoria region without conducting
a relevant risk assessment.4 7 Although the ban was eventually lifted by the in-
tervention of the World Health Organization (WHO) after it verified that fish
were not a likely transmitter of cholera, the ban's adverse effect on the East Af-
rican economy (Uganda, Tanzania and Kenya) was devastating: the Tanzanian
workforce in the fish processing industry was reduced by forty percent.4 8 Like-
wise, the EU's standard on aflatoxin levels in food, which would save only 1.4
deaths per billion a year, could decrease African exports by more than sixty per-
cent or US$670 million, as compared with a situation where a relevant interna-
tional standard could be substituted.4 9

While these meticulously high standards in rich countries reflect an unreal-
istic zero-tolerance attitude towards imports, which seems at odds with much
higher tolerance levels in the domestic arena. Most industrial countries take a
zero-tolerance policy towards salmonella in their poultry imports while this
pathogen is routinely found in their domestic supply chains. 50 Unsurprisingly,
this asymmetric administration of rich countries' standards tends to induce dis-
crimination against imports from developing countries. 5 1

44. Chaturvedi & Nagpal, supra note 36, at 5.
45. Id.

46. Id.

47. United Nation Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD), The Least Developed
Countries 1999 Report- - Marginalisation, Productive Capacities and the Least Developed Countries
144(1999); Oxfam, Rigged Rules and Double Standards: Trade, Globalisation and the Fight Against
Poverty 104-05 (2002); Jawara, Fatoumata and Aileen Kwa, Behind the Scenes at the WTO - The
Real World of International Trade Negotiations: The Lessons of Cancun 7 (2004) (cited in Mold,
supra note 10, at 13).

48. Jawara and Kwa, supra note 47, at 7 (cited in Mold, supra note 10, at 13).

49. See Otsuki, T., M. Sewadesh, and J. S. Wilson, Saving Two in a Billion: A Case Study to
Quantify the Trade Effect of European Food Safety Standards on African Exports (2000) (cited in
John S. Wilson, Standards, Regulation, and Trade: WTO Rules and Developing Country Concerns,
in HANDBOOK, infra note 34, at 431).

50. Mold, supra note 10, at 17.
51. Id.; Steven M. Jaffee and Spencer Henson, Agro-Food Exports from Developing Coun-

tries: The Challenges Posed by Standards, in GLOBAL AGRICULTURAL TRADE AND DEVELOPING
COUNTRIES 94 (M. Ataman Aksoy and John C. Beghin eds. 2005).
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C. Rules of Origin

Rules of origin are the domestic regulations that determine an imported
product's national origin. Countries need rules of origin to basically discriminate
one country's product from other countries' products. 52 Rules of origin are an
essential element of any regional trade agreement (RTA) because these rules en-
able tariff preferences (zero tariff) to be accorded exclusively to members'
products-that is, originating goods-and prevent "trade deflection," that is,
non-originating goods' free-riding of duty free access. 53 To determine an origin
of an imported product is a tricky task since the manufacturing process of most
products tends to be spread over more than one country via multiple sourcing. 54

The complex nature of rules of origin offers ample room for protectionist
manipulation. In other words, importing countries can effectively protect their
domestic industries by narrowing down the scope of those originating goods. In
a normal situation, developing countries can have better and more access to de-
veloped countries' markets by importing raw materials from third countries and
adding value to them in a manufacturing process with low labor costs. However,
developed countries' domestic producers lobby their governments to exclude
their products from being exposed to such increased competition abroad.

For example, in the recent Japan-Thailand FTA deal Japan attempted to
protect its domestic tuna canners and tuna producers by limiting the scope of
tuna cans eligible for preferential tariffs to those cans made directly out of tuna
harvested in Thailand. Thailand, one of the world's largest tuna canners,
strongly opposed Japan's position because its eligible canned tuna exports to Ja-
pan under the FTA would be severely reduced.55

Naturally, sector-specific lobbies inundate rules of origin with special rules,
which eventually turn rules of origin into messy "spaghetti bowls" of protection-
ist special interests.56 One example of rules of origin is over 100 pages long.5 7

Many preferential trade arrangements, such as the EU's Everything But Arms
(EBA) initiative and the United States' African Growth and Opportunities Act

52. See Moshe Hirsch, Rules of Origin as Trade or Foreign Policy Instruments?: The Euro-
pean Union Policy on Products Manufactured in the Settlements in the West Bank and the Gaza
Strip, 26 FORDHAM INT'L L.J. 572, 574-76 (2003).

53. See Paul Brenton, Rules of Origin in Free Trade Agreements, WORLD BANK TRADE NOTE,
No. 4, May 29, 2003, at 1; WTO, REGIONAL TRADE INTEGRATION UNDER TRANSFORMATION 10
(2002).

54. See Joseph A. LaNasa, 1II, Rules of Origin and the Uruguay Round's Effectiveness in
Harmonizing and Regulating Them, 90 AM. J. INT'L L. 625, 629-34 (1996) (regarding various de-
terminants of origin such as the "last substantial transformation" and the "value-added percentage").

55. Amy Kazmin, Questions Remain after Thai-Japan Trade Deal Agreed, FIN. TIMES, Aug.
2, 2005, at 5.

56. JAGDISH BHAGWATI, A STREAM OF WINDOWS: UNSETTLING REFLECTIONS ON TRADE,

IMMIGRATION AND DEMOCRACY 290 (1998).

57. The Mexico-Japan FTA has over 100 pages of rules of origin under the title of the "Annex
4 referred to in Chapter 4: Specific Rules of Origin."
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(AGOA), function like Faustian bargains to developing countries. 58 Although
these agreements grant certain least developed countries preferential treatment
in import tariffs, they often exclude those countries' most competitive export
products via manipulative rules of origin included in the agreements. 59

These complicated rules of origin are most conspicuous in the area of tex-
tiles and clothing. Under the "yam-forward rule," the basic component of any
textile or apparel products-that is, yarn or fabric-should itself originate from
member countries to be eligible for duty-free access. In free trade agreements
with Israel and Jordan, the United States had allowed Israeli and Jordanian tex-
tile exporters to be eligible for duty-free treatment even when they use third-
country yam and fabric in clothes and apparel products. However, the U.S. soon
returned to the yam-forward rule, which the domestic industry strongly de-
manded.60 The National Council of Textile Organizations in the U.S. urged
United States Trade Representative (USTR) to adhere to a zero-exception yarn-
forward rule, which was eventually stipulated in the U.S.-Australia FTA.6 1

To these protectionist domestic industries, any dilution of the yam-forward
rule could allow those "free-riders," that is, third-party developing countries,
such as Vietnam and Cambodia, to ship their fabrics to FTA members to take
advantage of duty-free access. 62 However, to those developing countries, the
rule is a developmentally unsound trade diverting mechanism, depriving them of
trade expansion opportunities. Even under the AGOA, apparel manufactures in
sub-Saharan African countries are unlikely to benefit much from duty- and
quota-free access to the U.S. markets because of the strict eligibility requirement
that they must use expensive U.S. yam or fabric, thereby reducing incentives for
foreign direct investment in these poor countries. 63

However, even regardless of the yam-forward rule, the textile rules of ori-
gin are themselves notoriously complicated, accompanied by various restrictive

58. Mold, supra note 10, at 2-3. See also Paul Collier, Africa's Three Main Problems and How
to Fix Them, FIN. TIMES, Dec. 21, 2006, at 13 (observing that "EBA is so badly flawed"). For exam-
ple, under the AGOA sub-Saharan African apparel products enjoy duty and quota-free access to the
U.S. market only when these products are assembled in those countries "from the U.S. fabric,
formed from U.S. yam cut in the United States." Luis Jorge Garay S. & Rafael Cornejo, RULES OF
ORIGIN AND TRADE REFERENCES, IN DEVELOPMENT, TRADE, AND THE WTO: A HANDBOOK [here-
inafter HANDBOOK] 114, 115 (Bernard Hoekman et al. eds, 2002).

59. Cf BELA A. BALASSA, NEW DIRECTIONS IN THE WORLD ECONOMY 360 (1989).
60. USTR, U.S. - Morocco Free Trade Agreement: Textile and Apparel Provisions, Jul. 19,

2004, http://www.ustr.gov/DocumentLibrary/Fact_Sheets/2004/US_-
_MoroccoFreeTradeAgreementTextileApparelProvisions.html.

61. National Council of Textile Organizations, Statement on Behalf of the National Council of
Textile Organizations The United States - Australia Free Trade Agreement Hearing of the Commit-
tee on Ways & Means U.S. House of Representatives, Jun. 16, 2004,
http://www.ncto.org/newsroom/ausie02.asp.

62. Id.
63. Garay S. & Comejo, supra note 58, at 116.
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requirements. The following excerpt from the U.S.-Jordan FTA 64 eloquently
demonstrates the chaotic nature of rules of origin in RTAs which are often bur-
ied in "a facade of technical and seemingly innocuous details." 65

9. Textile and apparel products

(a) General rule. A textile or apparel product shall be considered to be wholly
the growth, product or manufacture of a Party, or a new or different article of
commerce that has been grown, produced, or manufactured in a Party; only if

(i) the product is wholly obtained or produced in a Party;

(ii) the product is a yam, thread, twine, cordage, rope, cable, or braiding,
and,

(1) the constituent staple fibers are spun in that Party, or

(2) the continuous filament is extruded in that Party;

(iii) the product is a fabric, including a fabric classified under chapter 59
of the Harmonized Commodity Description and Coding System, and the
constituent fibers, filaments, or yams are woven, knitted, needled, tufted,
felted, entangled, or transformed by any other fabric-making process in
that Party; or

(iv) the product is any other textile or apparel product that is wholly as-

sembled in that Party from its component pieces.

(b) Special rules.

(i) Notwithstanding subparagraph (a)(iv), and except as provided in sub-
paragraphs (b)(iii) and (b)(iv), whether this Agreement shall apply to a
good that is classified under one of the following HTS headings or sub-
headings shall be determined under subparagraphs (i), (ii), or (iii) of sub-
paragraph (a), as appropriate: 5609, 5807, 5811, 6209.20.50.40, 6213,
6214, 6301, 6302, 6304, 6305, 6306, 6307.10, 6307.90, 6308, or 9404.90.

(ii) Notwithstanding subparagraph (a)(iv), and except as provided in sub-
paragraphs (b)(iii) and (b)(iv), this Agreement shall apply to a textile or
apparel product which is knit to shape in a Party.

(iii) Notwithstanding subparagraph (a)(iv), this Agreement shall apply to
goods classified under HTS heading 6117.10, 6213.00, 6214.00, 6302.22,
6302.29, 6302.52, 6302.53, 6302.59, 6302.92, 6302.93, 6302.99, 6303.92,
6303.99, 6304.19, 6304.93, 6304.99, 9404.90.85, or 9404.90.95, except
for goods classified under such headings as of cotton or of wool or con-
sisting of fiber blends containing 16 percent or more by weight of cotton,
if the fabric in the goods is both dyed and printed, when such dyeing and
printing is accompanies by 2 or more of the following finishing opera-
tions: bleaching, shrinking, fulling, napping, decating, permanent stiffen-
ing, weighting, permanent embossing, or moireing.

64. US-Jordan FTA Annex 2.2 http://www.sice.oas.org/Trade/us-jrd/anx22.asp (emphasis
added) [hereinafter USJFTA, Annex 2.2].

65. Lan Cao, Corporate and Product Identity in the Postnational Economy: Rethinking U.S.
Trade Laws, 90 CALIF. L. REV. 401, 410 (2002).
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(iv) Notwithstanding subparagraph (a)(iii), this Agreement shall apply to
fabric classified under the HTS as of silk, cotton, man-made fiber, or
vegetable fiber if thefabric is both dyed and printed in a Party, and such
dyeing and printing is accompanied by 2 or more of thefollowingfinish-
ing operations: bleaching, shrinking, fulling, napping, decating, perma-
nent stiffening, weighting, permanent embossing, or moireing.

For example, if a Jordanian producer wants to export her dresses to the U.S.
duty-free, the "constituent fibers, filaments, or yams [must be] woven, knitted,
needled, tufted, felted, entangled, or transformed by any other fabric-making
process" in Jordan.66 These idiosyncratic rules of origin severely undermine Jor-
dan's developmental potential by disabling Jordan to outsource some of these
production processes to third-party countries, such as Bangladesh or Pakistan,
which may perform those processes more cheaply than Jordan. The Jordanian
producer may be exempted from this strenuous requirement, but only by meet-
ing yet another taxing condition: if she trades "silk, cotton, man-made fiber, or
vegetable fiber" products, and if "the fabric in the goods is both dyed and
printed, when such dyeing and printing is accompanies by 2 or more of the fol-
lowing finishing operations: bleaching, shrinking, fulling, napping, decating,
permanent stiffening, weighting, permanent embossing, or moireing." 67Obvi-
ously, these meticulous conditions tend to minimize, not maximize, Jordanian
producers' potential trade gains from the agreement.

Unfortunately, developmentally-unfriendly aspects of rules of origin do not
halt here. The enormous procedural burden accompanied by these complicated
rules of origin adds to already disadvantaged developing countries' formidable
transaction costs, even if these developing countries are parties to those prefer-
ential rules of origin. As a result, Eastern European countries' clothing produc-
ers, despite their duty free access status to the EU, elect to follow a normal cus-
toms procedure simply to avoid the costs and uncertainties in proving their
origins.6 8 According to one study, compliance cost for the rules of origin is tan-
tamount to a tax ranging from 2 to 5.7 percent.69 The following excerpt from the
U.S.-Jordan FTA vividly demonstrates procedural burdens originating from a
disarray of the rules of origin.70

10. Whenever an importer enters an article as eligible for the preferential treat-
ment provided by this Agreement -

(a) the importer shall be deemed to certify that such article qualifies for the
preferential treatment provided by this Agreement.

(b) the importer shall be prepared to submit to the customs authorities of the
importing country, upon request, a declaration setting forth allpertinent in-

66. USJFTA, Annex 2.2, supra note 64 (emphasis added).
67. Id. (emphasis added).

68. See Brenton, supra note 53, at 5.
69. Mold, supra note 10, at 22.
70. USJFTA, Annex 2.2, supra note 64 (emphasis added).
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formation concerning the production or manufacture of the article. The in-
formation on the declaration should contain at least the following pertinent
details:

(i) a description of the article, quantity, numbers, and marks of packages,
invoice numbers, and bills of lading;

(ii) a description of the operations performed in the production of the arti-
cle in a Party and identification of the direct costs of processing opera-
tions;

(iii) a description of any materials used in production of the article which
are wholly the growth, product, or manufacture of either Party, and a
statement as to the cost or value of such materials;

(iv) a description of the operations performed on, and a statement as to
the origin and cost or value of any foreign materials used in the article
which are claimed to have been sufficiently processed in a Party so as to
be materials produced in that Party; and

(v) a description of the origin and cost or value of any foreign materials
used in the article which have not been substantially transformed in a
Party.

The Agreement imposes substantial procedural (reporting) burdens on a U.S.
importer when a Jordanian exporter ships her clothing to the U.S. However,
these burdens are in fact borne by the Jordanian exporter since the U.S. exporter
will probably demand this set of information from the Jordanian exporter. Al-
though this burdensome reporting requirement may be essential to the U.S. tex-
tile and clothing producers who want to ensure that third-party products will not
free-ride tariff preferences under the Agreement, the requirement nonetheless
seems to discourage many small Jordanian producers from applying for prefer-
ential tariffs.

D. Failing Global Production Sharing: An Impoverishing Dynamic of

Administrative Barriers

Nowadays, most goods are produced in a "global production sharing"
mechanism under which a production line is broken into multiple stages so that
each stage can be accomplished separately in whatever country is best suited in
accordance with its comparative advantage (for example, labor-abundant). 71

This is great news to poor countries because such global sourcing offers even
small producers a good deal of opportunities to tap into a chain of global pro-
duction. By empowering poor people to enter the mainstream of the global pro-
duction system, international trade can pave a road to prosperity for them.

However, the aforementioned administrative barriers defeat this prospect.
The excruciating burdens which poor countries' producers are forced to bear due

71. WORLD BANK 2003, supra note 2, at, 69.
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to rich countries' elaborate standards, excruciating antidumping rules, or com-
plicated rules of origin mean more than anecdotal bankruptcies and dislocation
to developing countries: those burdens tend to structurally wipe out "small" pro-
ducers and exporters in the developing world.72 These small producers, proces-
sors and traders in most poverty-stricken rural areas in developing countries
cannot afford such expensive production and processing methods which high
standards specify. 73 Andrew Mold observed that smallholder producers of beans
and peas in Kenya and Tanzania who used to ship forty percent of their products
to UK supermarkets in the eighties disappeared from this business supply chain
by 2001.74

Moreover, compliance costs to satisfy developed countries' social hygiene
regulations are borne disproportionately by low value and low skill industries.
For example, packaging requirements may affect the agricultural or textile in-
dustry more seriously than other high value products.7 5 Also, technical regula-
tions are increasingly concerned with production methods or processes rather
than final products themselves,76 which tends to excessively burden small pro-
ducers and drive them from the global market.

In the long run, access to the global production chain by small producers in
poor countries will become more difficult as developed countries' administrative
barriers cartelize the world trade. Globally, bigger companies tend to feel more
comfortable in meeting these demanding, and also differing, 77 administrative
barriers than smaller ones because the former have more resources than the lat-
ter. This cartelizing trend tends to marginalize poor countries which seldom
have these big players.

Some big companies or groups of companies force small players in devel-
oping countries to join their pre-existing price cartel under the threat of anti-
dumping complaints. For example, the Association of European Sweetcorn
Processors reportedly urged Thai sweetcorn canners to raise their export prices
in Europe under two formal warnings that they would face an antidumping case
if they refused to do so.78 Here, developing countries' small producers face a
dilemma: if they join the cartel, they will participate in illegal activity at the
risks of huge fines or even imprisonment; however, if they refuse, they will be
harassed by predatory antidumping suits by those big companies.

Developmental hazards from administrative barriers inducing cartelization

72. Chaturvedi & Nagpal, supra note 36, at 2-3.

73. Mold, supra note 10, at 14.
74. Id.

75. Chaturvedi & Nagpal, supra note 36, at 4.

76. Mold, supra note 10, at 5.

77. Wilson, supra note 34, at 436 (emphasizing "numerous costs associated with variability in
standards across export markets and over time").

78. Andrew Bounds, Sweetcorn Dispute Turns Bitter as EU and Thais Trade Blackmail Accu-
sations, FIN. TIMES, Dec. 22, 2006, at 3.
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may also occur within developing countries. Even in poor countries, relatively
large-sized companies may better respond to developed countries' demanding
standards than smaller ones. They may even abuse their dominant positions in
the domestic market, further wiping out small players. They may collude with
their governments through a corruptive alliance. Even foreign investors may
prefer to invest directly in these big players for easy profits, instead of channel-
ing money to a long-term infrastructure project which will benefit a larger num-
ber of small players.

IV.
RETOOLING TRADE NORMS AND POLICES FOR DEVELOPMENT

A. Is the WTO Dispute Settlement Mechanism an Answer?

The WTO's dispute settlement mechanism, often praised as the "jewel in
the crown" of the new WTO system, 79 offers a potential way to challenge ad-
ministrative barriers imposed on poor countries. However, the WTO's dispute
settlement mechanism is unlikely to address the deep-rooted failure to facilitate
development in poor countries.

Of course, under certain circumstances, the WTO dispute settlement
mechanism may offer developing countries good opportunities to tackle some
developed countries' protectionist policies, such as export subsidies that bla-
tantly violate well-established norms. Recently, Brazil has successfully chal-
lenged the U.S. and the EU before the WTO tribunal for their illegal export sub-
sidies on cotton and sugar, respectively. 80

However, Brazil, albeit still a developing country, is a large country which
can afford an expensive proceeding under the WTO dispute settlement system,
which is obviously not the case in other smaller developing countries. For ex-
ample, Mauritania could not sue the EU in the WTO for the latter's regulation
which required camel milk, Mauritania's main export to Europe, to be obtained
not by hands but by machines only because the litigation cost would not justify
Mauritania's annual export of US$3 million. 81 These poor members unfortu-
nately have no administrative capacity and expertise, either. 82

Furthermore, most administrative barriers in rich countries, such as "be-
hind-the-border" measures, differ from more patent violations of trade norms,
such as export subsidies, in that these often carry with them a paper trail justifi-

79. Sylvia Ostry, Future of the WTO, Brooking Trade Policy Forum, Apr. 15, 1999, available
at http://www.utoronto.ca/cis/wto.pdf.

80. U.S. - Subsidies on Upland Cotton, Report of the Appellate Body, WT/DS267/ABIR, cir-
culated on Mar.3, 2005; EC - Export Subsidies on Sugar, Report of the Appellate Body,
WT/DS265/AB/R, WT/DS266/AB/R, WT/DS283/AB/R, circulated on Apr. 28, 2005.

81. WORLD BANK 2003, supra note 2, at 116.

82. Id.
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cation which must be investigated and tackled by complainants, which are poor
countries. In this regard, Steve Charnovitz aptly observed that:

It should be noted that the SPS Agreement - which was largely initiated by the
U.S. government - favors those countries that have a surfeit of administrative
procedures. Governments that can produce a voluminous risk assessment, show
that it was considered by regulators, and document each step of the regulatory
process will probably do better as SPS defendants than countries with thinner
regulatory structures. This may be one reason why no case has been lodged
against the United States even though there are numerous U.S. regulations that
keep out foreign agricultural products. 83

Further, poor countries are discouraged from suing rich countries because
often times the defendant rich country is a "donor" to the complainant poor
country. Although a rich country's threat to discontinue financial aid is under-
standably veiled and not published, anecdotes eloquently demonstrate the subtle
warnings conveyed through diplomatic channels.84

Even if a poor country, against all these odds, has successfully challenged a
rich country's administrative barrier, it may not necessarily be a happy ending
for the complainant. After all, WTO litigation remains an unrealistic recourse
for poor countries if the winning party cannot wield any practical retaliatory
pressure against the losing party due to a disparity of economic power. 85 Ber-
nard Hoekman and Petros Mavroidis observed that:

When acting as complainants they [economically powerful countries] will use
threat and/or imposition of countermeasures in order to induce compliance; when
acting as defendants, they will have at least the luxury of weighing the pros and
cons between changing the domestic policies at stake (in order to avoid imposi-
tion of countermeasures) or simply keeping the domestic policies at stake intact
(and see countermeasures imposed against them).86

In conclusion, administrative barriers may be better addressed by retooling
the current trade norms and policies than by relying on the WTO dispute settle-
ment mechanism which appears ineffective for this purpose.

B. Retooling Trade Norms and Policies

1. Fine-Tuning Antidumping Rules in a Development-Friendly Fashion

Some commentators have argued for repealing the antidumping remedy in

83. Steve Chamovitz, The Supervision of Health and Biosafety Regulation by World Trade
Rules, 13. TUL. ENVTL. L.J. 271, 290-91 (2000).

84. Mold, supra note 10, at 10, 35 (footnote h) (citing Jawara and Kwa, supra note 47, ch. 6).

85. UNCTAD, supra note 47, at 144; Oxfam, supra note 47, at 104-05; Jawara & Kwa, supra
note 47, at 7. See also Sungjoon Cho, The Nature of Remedies in International Trade Law, 65 U.
PITT. L. REV. 763, 787 (2004).

86. Bernard Hoekman & Petros Mavroidis, WTO Dispute Settlement, Transparency, and Sur-
veillance, 23 WORLD ECONOMY 527, 531 (2000).
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its entirety for reasons other than development. 87 However, due to the strong po-
litical appeal of antidumping measures, 8 8 repeal proposals remain an academic
undertaking. Instead, a less radical antidumping remedy is more practical and
may deliver realistic benefits to developing countries. Some candidates are as
follows.

First, rich countries may contemplate introducing a temporary "morato-
rium" of antidumping investigations for lifeline exports from low-income devel-
oping countries. They may formulate eligibility for antidumping, free market
access that are similar to the pre-existing criteria found in preferential trade
pacts, such as the U.S.' African Growth and Opportunities Act (AGOA) and the
EU's Everything but Arms (EBA) initiative. This moratorium will set poor
countries free from the fear of contingent trade remedies and offer them power-
ful avenues to participate in the global stream of commerce.

Second, rich countries may want to apply the "lesser duty" rule, at least to
low-income developing countries' exports which are determined to be dumped.
This rule mandates antidumping authorities to impose antidumping duties only
to the extent that the duties can sufficiently eliminate the domestic industry's
injuries, even if such duties may be lower than duties matching actual dumping
margins. Some developed countries, such as the EU and Australia, have already
adopted and implemented this rule. A cluster of WTO members called "Friends
of Antidumping" have also proposed the same rule. 89 However, some other de-
veloped countries, in particular the U.S., have opposed this approach on the
grounds that it unduly burdens antidumping authorities with additional tasks
such as data submission. 90

Third, in some developed countries, such as the EU, antidumping authori-
ties may elect to forego antidumping duties if it achieves a "public good" such
as benefiting to consumers or promoting market competition. 9 1 Antidumping
authorities may interpret a public interest clause constructively enough to cap-
ture the current developmental needs of low-income, developing countries and
thus exempt them from antidumping duties. Countries which have yet to intro-
duce a public interest clause, such as the U.S., may achieve a similar develop-
ment exemption when constructing new trade policy, if an introduction of the

87. See, e.g., Caine, supra note 27.

88. See Dan Ikenson, "Byrdening" Relations: U.S. Trade Policies Continue to Flout the Rules,
Free Trade Bulletin No. 5 (Jan. 13, 2004), available at http:// www.freetrade.org/pubs/FTBs/FTB-
005.html (depicting U.S. trade remedy laws as the "sacred cow" of the U.S. trade policy).

89. WTO Negotiating Group on Rules, Proposal on Lesser Duty: Paper from Brazil; Chile;
Colombia; Costa Rica; Hong Kong, China; Israel; Japan; Korea; Mexico; Norway; Singapore; Swit-
zerland; the Separate Customs Territory of Taiwan, Penghu, Kinmen and Matsu; Thailand and Tur-
key, Jun. 16, 2003, TN/RL/W/1 19.

90. See Rules: New 'Friends ofAnti-Dumping'Proposals; Chile Submission on Fisheries Sub-
sidies, BRIDGES WEEKLY TRADE NEWS DIGEST, vol. 7, No. 23, Jun. 25, 2003.

91. See generally Marc Wellhausen, The Community Interest Test in Antidumping Proceed-
ings of the European Union, 16 AM. U. INT'L L. REV. 1027 (2001).
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clause itself is politically infeasible.
Finally, most antidumping authorities adopt a "de minimis" rule by which

they reject antidumping petitions targeting a negligible amount of imports. The
WTO's Antidumping Code itself mandates that national antidumping authorities
terminate their investigations when they find that "the margin of dumping is de
minimis, or that the volume of dumped imports, actual or potential, or the injury, is
negligible." 92 The current de mininis standard is set at less than three percent of
total imports of like products into the importing country.93 For low-income devel-
oping countries, this threshold can be raised by one or two percent to provide bet-
ter access to rich countries' markets. 94

2. Building Compliance: Improving Both Standards and Capacity

Nowadays, the presence of development terminology, such as capacity
building and technical assistance, is ubiquitous and even cliched. It is commonly
accepted, however, that such initiatives remain largely symbolic due to their in-
sufficient and often "derisory" funding scale, as well as their disorganized im-
plementation schemes. 95 The WTO's "Aid for Trade" program launched in the
Doha round, which attempts to offer capacity building support to developing
countries in order to maximize their benefits from trade liberalization, largely
remains lip service since funding sources have not yet been confirmed or com-
mitted.96 To better demonstrate their commitment to the objectives of Aide for
Trade, developed countries should invest in compliance inducement mecha-
nisms that will assist producers in developing countries to meet rising standards,
such as those imposed by developed states on standards for social hygiene.

Admittedly, fixing this structural problem is largely a matter of infrastruc-
ture building, such as further developing transportation sectors and administra-
tive systems, rather than providing mere development assistance. Nonetheless,
well-designed, well-targeted development packages will move many poor coun-
tries up to the next rung on the developmental ladder by relieving them of the
substantial burdens of various regulatory standards in rich countries.

First of all, developing countries should participate actively in the process
of making standards within international organizations such as International Or-

92. Agreement on Implementation of Article VI of the General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade 1994 (Antidumping Code), Annex 1 A, WTO Agreement, supra note I art. 5.8.

93. Id.
94. See THE UN MILLENNIUM PROJECT, INVESTING IN DEVELOPMENT: A PRACTICAL PLAN TO

ACHIEVE THE MILLENNIUM DEVELOPMENT GOALS 217 (2005).

95. Mold, supra note 10, at 27-28. See also Sungjoon Cho, WTO's Gemeinschaft, 56 ALA. L.
REV. 483, 517-18 (2004) (criticizing developed countries' "rhetoric without actions" in the area of
development assistance).

96. WTO, Aid for Trade Task Force, Recommendations of the Task Force on Aid for Trade,
WT/AFT/l, Jul. 26, 2006 (urging "the Director-General to seek confirmation from donors and agen-
cies that funds are readily available for the implementation of the Aid-for-Trade initiative").
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ganization for Standardization (ISO), thereby transforming themselves from a
standard-taker to a standard-bearer. 97 Only a handful of relatively large develop-
ing countries have done so. For example, Malaysia has been able to actively par-
ticipate in the Codex Alimentarius Commission by establishing a mirroring do-
mestic institution called a "National Codex Committee" and getting interested
businesses involved in the Committee.9 8 Likewise, India's proactive participa-
tion in the ISO meetings has helped India influence the formulation of an ISO
3720 standard on Black tea in 1986. 99

Of grave concern to poor countries is the dearth of international standards
for most of their lifeline products, such as agricultural food products. In fact,
most of the food safety regulations registered with to the WTO in the first five
years of its operation had no international standards at all. 100 These domestic
regulations often represent corporate interests, not those of consumers, due to
regulatory capture. 10 1 This is why more direct, bilateral regulatory cooperation
is necessary between exporting (poor) and importing (rich) countries in order to
realize actual improvements in access for poor countries' products in the mar-
kets of rich countries.

In order for this regulatory cooperation to transpire, rich countries need to
change their current paradigm from "policing" poor countries' imports, a mere
regulatory perspective, to "managing" their production processes, a broader de-
velopment perspective. In other words, instead of simply rejecting poor coun-
tries' lifeline imports as incompatible with their high standards, rich countries
should find pragmatic ways to actually accommodate poor countries' products.
Most of all, rich countries should inform poor countries of why their goods are
rejected and of what reforms or improvements are necessary to gain access.

To this end, poor countries should take advantage of the pre-existing regu-
latory cooperation mechanisms under the Agreement on Technical Barrier to
Trade (TBT) and the Agreement on Sanitary and Phytosanitary Measures (SPS),
such as mutual recognition arrangements (MRAs) and the principle of equiva-
lence. For example, Article 4 of the SPS Agreement entitled, Equivalence, re-
quires rich countries to accept poor countries' standards as equivalent if the lat-
ter prove that their standards can achieve the "appropriate," if not the same,
level of protection in the former's markets. 10 2 Under the SPS poor countries can
request a bilateral consultation or negotiation to discuss the recognition of
equivalence with rich countries. Rich countries are strongly encouraged to enter

97. Shyam K. Gujadhur, Influencing Market Standards: A Voice for Developing Countries,
INT'L TRADE FORUM, Issue 2, 2003, at 3. See also A VOICE FOR AFRICA, supra note 34.

98. Gujadhur, supra note 97, at 3.

99. Id.
100. Mold, supra note 10, at 2.

101. Id.

102. SPS Agreement, supra note 33, art. 4.1.
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into such talks. 103

A recent WTO case involving Canada and Brazil recommends another
novel soft law approach to regulatory cooperation. In February 2001, Canada
banned Brazilian beef imports for fear of mad cow disease (BSE). 104 On ac-
count of the high-profile nature of this case in Brazil, testified to by the many
protests and boycotts in Brazil, this case would have reached the WTO tribu-
nal. 10 5 However, rather than resorting to litigation, the parties solved this dis-
pute by sealing a regulatory arrangement under the Committee on Sanitary and
Phytosanitary Measures (SPS Committee). Based on Brazil's proposal under
transparency rules of Article 7 of the SPS Agreement, the SPS Committee
adopted a recommendation to mandate that members notify the WTO of any
SPS measure that "may have negative effects on trade opportunities of develop-
ing countries."'

10 6

Certainly, the potential merits of this regulatory cooperation go beyond the
actual dialogue; feedback from such dialogue can create further opportunities for
financial and technical assistance. In pursuing a regulatory dialogue, rich coun-
tries tend to realize that the level of their standards is unjustified and develop-
mentally unworkable when subjected to a practical cost-benefit analysis. At the
same time, rich countries may be able to diagnose the regulatory deficiencies
that handicap producers from poor countries and offer a realistic prescription to
remedy such deficiency. Rich, importing countries may also be in a better posi-
tion to provide financial assistance to poor exporting countries with whom they
dialogue. For example, the EU is funding the "Liaison Committee Europe-
Africa-Caribbean-Pacific (COLEACP)" to promote the African, Caribbean, and
Pacific (ACP) countries' horticultural export to Europe by connecting exporters,
from these countries to European importers as well as familiarizing these ex-
porters with the EU's pesticide regulations.10 7

Notably, the necessity of regulatory dialogue has already been confirmed
by the WTO tribunal. The WTO Appellate Body has already emphasized in

103. Id., art. 4.2.

104. Canadian Ban on Brazilian Beef Imports Escalates Trade Battle, BRIDGES WEEKLY
TRADE NEWS DIGEST, VOL.5, No. 5, Feb. 13, 2001, available at
http://www.newsbulletin.org/getbulletin.cfm?bulletinid= 14&issue/id = 937&browse = &SID= (last
visited on Feb 24, 2004) [hereinafter Trade Battle].

105. See Canadian Ban on Brazilian Beef Imports Escalates Trade Battle, BRIDGES WEEKLY
TRADE NEWS DIGEST, VOL.5, NO. 5, Feb. 13, 2001.

106. WTO, Committee on Sanitary and Phytosanitary Measures, Implementation Proposal un-
der Paragraph 21: Proposal by Brazil, G/SPS/W/108, Jun. 22, 2001, http://docsonline.wto.org
("Where the introduction of SPS measures may have negative effects on trade opportunities of de-
veloping countries, Members shall provide information in accordance with the provisions of Annex
B and the additional requirements for justification alluded to in Article 10.2, including where the
concerned measures constitute an administrative measure, such as a ban or a temporary suspension
of importation, arising from an SPS policy previously notified to the WTO.").

107. Gujadhur, supra note 97, at 3.
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cases such as Gasoline (1996)108 and Shrimp-Turtle (1998)109 that importing
countries should take into account foreign (exporting countries') interests when
the former apply regulations that may negatively affect the latter. Inspiringly,
these two paradigmatic cases concerned a developed country (U.S.) as an im-
porting country and developing countries (Venezuela and Pakistan etc.) as ex-
porting countries. This North-South context enables the principles of regulatory
deliberation to be interpreted in a developmentally sensitive way, confirming the
need for regulatory dialogue-cum-technical assistance.1 10

Finally, capacity building assistance implemented directly by donor gov-
ernments together with recipients in poor countries often makes more sense than
government-to-government aid. An inspiring example of such a compliance in-
ducement mechanism is provided by the Norwegian Agency for Development
Cooperation (NORAD). In 2003, NORAD collaborated with the Federation of
Indian Chambers of Commerce and Industry (FICCI) by investing in a pilot pro-
ject to educate and train Indian grape growers about the EurepGAP, a voluntary
European standard that concerns agricultural practices, I1 and which eventually
certifies those farmers who follow these good practices.112 Without NORAD's
financial contribution, most Indian farmers could not have afforded such train-
ing or certification programs which have subsequently enabled them to success-
fully launch their crops on the European market.

3. Labor Standards: Shifting from a Hard Linkage to a Soft Linkage

Governments, academia, NGOs, and even the labor unions of rich countries
have long highlighted and condemned the allegedly wretched labor standards in
many poor corners of the world. 113 Some of these standards, such as child labor
or forced labor, are more serious than others, such as unsanitary working condi-
tions. 1 14 However, most rich countries prefer to generally link poor countries'

108. United States - Standards for Reformulated and Conventional Gasoline, WT/DS2/9, Ap-
pellate Body and Panel Report, as amended, adopted on May 20,1996, available at
http://www.wto.org/english/tratope/dispu-e/distab_e.htm.

109. United States--Import Prohibition of Certain Shrimp and Shrimp Products, WT/DS58, Ap-
pellate Body and Panel Report, as amended, adopted on Nov. 6, 1998, available at
http://www.wto.org/english/tratope/dispue/distab-e.htm [hereinafter Gasoline].

110. Sungjoon Cho, An Analysis of the First WTO Appellate Body Report: Gasoline Case, 9
EUR. J. INT'L L. 182 (1998), available at http://www.ejil.org/journal/Vol9/Nol/index.html.

111. EurepGAP, What Is EurepGAP, http://www.eurepgap.org/Languages/English/about.html.
112. European Food Safety Norms Phase II Project Likely by June, The Fin. Express, Feb. 27,

2006.
113. See, e.g., SANDRA POLASKI, TRADE AND LABOR STANDARDS: A STRATEGY FOR

DEVELOPING COUNTRIEs 4 (2003), available at
http://www.ceip.org/files/Publications/PolaskiTrade.asp?from=pubdate.

114. For example, the U.S.' list of basic labor standards which are usually attached to U.S. trade
legislation consists of both fundamental labor rights (e.g., the right to organize and bargain collec-
tively) and regulations of working conditions (such as a minimum wage and maximum working
hours). See Gary S. Fields, Trade and Labor Standards: A Review of the Issues (1995).
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compliance with labor standards, domestic or international, to the latter's access
to the former's markets. This persistent and robust demand for adherence to la-
bor standards is attributable, in part, to the perception that labor standards con-
cern human rights, 115 and also in part to the economic fear of social dumping
and the race-to-the-bottom. 1 16 In other words, it would not only be unethical to
produce something cheaply using exploited labor, it would also be unfair to
dump these products in domestic markets, driving out local products that are
made in accordance with normal labor standards. Some believe that if this social
dumping continues, all nations will follow suit, resulting in ever-deteriorating
labor standards all over the world.

Those who advocate for a formal link between trade and labor tend to argue
that certain "social clauses," which include fundamental workers' rights or
minimum international labor standards, should be incorporated into the WTO
system. 117 The logical corollary of this position is that (rich) WTO members
may restrict imports from other (poor) members if the latter's labor conditions or
practices violate these social clauses. These advocates highlight that poor coun-
tries' compliance with such standards will be rewarded with improved access to
rich countries' markets, as is seen in the unilateral linkage within the context of
domestic Generalized System of Preferences (GSP) programs. 118

However, incorporating these social clauses into the WTO system creates,
rather than solves, these problems. First of all, the underlying rationales of such
clauses are dubious. Stephen Golub aptly observed that:

From an economic point of view, these concerns are misguided. Low foreign la-
bor standards, like low wages, are largely a reflection of low productivity and not
a form of unfair competition. There is no evidence that weak labor standards af-
fect trade patterns significantly. There is little theoretical or empirical basis for
fearing a competitive "race to the bottom" as countries vie for capital flows. Di-
versity of labor standards is appropriate given differences in economic develop-
ment, and is entirely compatible with free trade and capital mobility. 119

Therefore, high labor standards imposed on poor countries via social clauses
tend to tax their labor-intensive production and thus deprive them of their main

115. See, e.g., U.S. Critics See a "Monstrous Sweatshop,' But Hondurans See a Better Life, N.
Y. TIMES, July 18, 1996, at A 1.

116. See generally Stephen S. Golub, International Labor Standards and International Trade,
International Monetary Fund Working Paper, WP/97/37 (1997).

117. See e.g., Virginia A. Leary, Workers' Rights and International Trade: The Social Clause
(GATT, ILO, NAFTA, U.S. Laws), in Bhagwati and Hudec, eds, 2 Fair Trade and Harmonization
177, 223 (cited in note 13); Dani Rodrik, Developing Countries after the Uruguay Round, Center for
Economic Policy Research Working Paper No. 1084 (1994) (proposing a "social safeguards" clause
based on core labor rights in the WTO).

118. See Sandra Polaski, Combining Global and Local Forces: The Case of Labor Rights in
Cambodia, 34 WORLD DEVELOPMENT (2006).

119. Golub, supra note 116 at 32; see also Jagdish Bhagwati, Trade Liberalization and 'Fair
Trade' Demands: Addressing the Environmental and Labor Standards Issues, 18 WORLD ECONOMY
(1995).
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competitive advantage. 120

Moreover, the essential details of these social clauses are not easy to im-
plement. As is the case with human rights, labor rights, or even more fundamen-
tal rights, are still controversial and hard to define. Even the U.S. has ratified
very few ILO conventions. 12 1 For example, the prohibition of child labor may
not be as simple and intuitive as one might imagine in the first place. Under cer-
tain socio-cultural circumstances, non-exploitive forms of child labor may be
accommodated. 122 As is seen in the Indian cottage industry, a certain form of
child labor is a logical outcome of family labor. "Even in cases where child la-
bour is employed commercially, the choice is clearly between letting the child
somehow earn his livelihood or forcing him into a miserable life." 123

In addition, how far could and should one go in investigating violations of
social clauses? Under the inter-govermental nature of the WTO's institutional
arrangement, violations must be attributable to government actions. It would not
be feasible, even under the social clauses, to unilaterally penalize individual
producers that allegedly exploit their workers. At the very least, an importing
country must demonstrate that an exporting country's government has failed to

enforce its own labor laws. Yet, would it always be possible to attribute the fail-
ures of private parties to the wrongful acts of a government, especially when the
government lacks both capacity and resources? Furthermore, how could one dis-
tinguish between negligible violations and serious, persistent violations which
may deserve trade sanctions?

More importantly, even if those poor countries do improve their labor stan-

dards and thus are entitled to better market access under social clauses, such ac-
cess could still be preempted by subsequent and superseding trade restrictions.
For example, even though Cambodia has for years improved its labor standards
to get better access to the U.S. markets, the U.S. negotiators in the Doha round

have wanted to block Cambodian textile imports by creating an exception to
duty and quota-free market access by LDCs on the grounds that Cambodian tex-
tile producers are "too competitive."' 124

Given the unintended, unanticipated or the sometimes undisclosed impact

of such policies, the prospects of a formal linkage of labor standards to market

120. Golub, supra note 116 at 21.

121. The United States has ratified only two out of eight fundamental human rights conven-
tions. International Labor Organization (ILO), Ratifications of the Fundamental Human Rights Con-
ventions by Country, available at http://www.ilo.org/ilolex/english/docs/declworld.htm.

122. The OECD standard requires the elimination of only "exploitive" forms of child labor.
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), Trade, Employment and Labor
Standards 26 (1996).

123. Id.; See also Richard Freeman, A Hard-Headed Look at Labor Standards, in International
Labor Standards and Economic Interdependence 89 (Sengenberger et al. eds. 1994) (observing that
"better that they work and eat than starve").

124. David Woods, Two Queries - and Same Answer - for U.S. Textile Lobbyists, Fin. Times,
Dec. 22, 2005.
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access through social clauses remains dubious. In addition, there are risks of
abuse associated with blue protectionism. 125 Perhaps, de-coupling trade from
labor issues under the WTO and deferring these issues to a competent organ,
such as the International Labor Organization (ILO), might be a better solution;
such was in the view espoused in the Doha Ministerial Declaration. 126 As the
regulatory Kuznets effect suggests, labor standards, like other social regulations,
tend to be improved when countries become richer.12 7

Nonetheless, precisely because of the moralistic nature of these issues, one
could not confirm that this linkage issue has completely been foreclosed by the
Doha Ministerial Declaration. Regardless of the Declaration, rich countries'
governments, labor unions, and NGOs will continue to raise this linkage issue. It
seems desirable for the WTO to respond somehow to this voice, rather than to
simply ignore it. At this juncture, a more pragmatic alternative to a hard, formal
linkage could be implemented outside of, yet still involving, the WTO. For ex-
ample, the WTO could initiate a "Joint Trade and Labor Project" in collabora-
tion with the ILO to raise awareness of labor issues within the context of inter-
national trade and to encourage voluntary, unenforced, changes of members'
labor practices.

The joint project would be based on a soft approach that the ILO adopts,
such as shaming through the publication of reprehensible practices. 12 8 It could
also emulate some administrative procedures under the North American Agree-
ment on Labor Cooperation (NAALC) 129 in which a national administrative of-
fice (NAO) 130 in each WTO member serves as an inquiry point regarding its la-
bor laws and regulations to heighten transparency. The NAO could also be
responsible for notifying the WTO Secretariat of any new labor regulations
which may affect imports of other members.

The NAO could also be allowed to receive complaints from individuals, la-
bor unions, or other NGOs on specific labor violations by another member, as
under Article 16 (3) of the NAALC. 13 1 If the NAO decides that, based on the
merits of the case, such complaints warrant an inquiry, it can request a fact-

125. See Dale, supra note 14.
126. WTO, The Doha Ministerial Conference, adopted on Nov. 14, 2001, WT/MIN(01)/I, para.

8.
127. See Simon Kuznets, Economic Growth and Income Inequality, 45 Am. Econ. Rev. 1

(1955); Bjorn Lomborg, The Skeptical Environmentalist: Measuring the Real State of the World 33
(1998) (observing that people tend to care about high environmental standards only after they be-
come rich).

128. See Lance Compa, The Multilateral Agreement on Investment and International Labor
Rights: A Failed Connection, 31 CORNELL INT'L L.J.. 683, 708 (1998).

129. North American Agreement on Labor Cooperation, U.S.-Can.-Mex., Sept. 14, 1993, 32
I.L.M. 1499, available at http://www.naalc.org/english/agreement.shtml [hereinafter NAALC].

130. Commission for Labor Cooperation, The National Administrative Offices (NAOs), avail-
able at http://www.naalc.org/english/nao.shtml.

131. NAALC, supra note 129, art. 16(3).
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finding task by the ILO. The WTO Ministerial Conference could then publicize
results from the ILO's fact finding as well as its recommendations. Upon the
ILO's recommendations, the WTO Ministerial Conference could release its own
facilitative recommendations, such as "outreach sessions," "public forums" or
"memorandum of understanding." 132 Only after exhausting this procedural op-
tion, and thus fulfilling the regulatory dialogue requirement under GATT Article
XX, 133 a member may contemplate restricting imports from those countries fail-
ing to observe basic labor standards on the grounds that exporting countries' la-
bor measures are at odds with the importing country's public morals1 34 or that
these measures constitute exploited forms of labor, such as prison labor, 135

which could be broadly interpreted for this purpose. 13 6

This WTO-ILO Joint Project could preserve labor consciousness in the
WTO thereby diffusing political tensions over this sensitive issue, while avoid-
ing blatant trade sanctions which all counter-productive hard linkage solutions,
such as the social clauses, tend to create.

4. Making Developmental Sense of Rules of Origin

The current spaghetti bowl of rules of origin in RTAs 137 needs to be disen-
tangled and liberalized to serve the cause of development. A more liberal ap-
proach to rules of origin means more than a mere improvement of market access
for poor countries. It also suggests that other countries would want to invest in
these poor countries to take advantage of their preferential access to rich coun-
tries' markets. This new avenue for foreign direct investment tends to offer poor
countries a significant growth dynamic for their long-term development.

For example, rich countries may consider minimizing sector-specific re-
strictions regarding developmentally sensitive products because they exacerbate
harms caused by the pin-point protection of very narrowly defined industries.

132. Cf Commission for Labor Cooperation, Submission of Public Communications,
http://www.naalc.org/english/review-annex l_3.shtml.

133. Gasoline, supra note 109, at 27. The WTO Appellate Body ruled that:
"The U.S. must have been aware that for these established techniques and procedures
to work, cooperative arrangements with both foreign refiners and the foreign govern-
ments concerned would have been necessary and appropriate .... [lit appears to the
Appellate Body, that the United States had not pursued the possibility of entering into
cooperative arrangements with the governments of Venezuela and Brazil or, if it had,
not to the point where it encountered governments that were unwilling to cooperate...
• But it does not reveal what, if any, efforts had been taken by the United States to en-
ter into appropriate procedures in cooperation with the governments of Venezuela and
Brazil so as to mitigate the administrative problems pleaded by the United States."

134. General Agreement on Trade and Tariffs, art. XX, para. (a).

135. Id., art. XX, para. (e).
136. See Simon Tay, Trade and Labor: Text, Institutions, and Context, in HANDBOOK, supra

note 58, at 468.

137. Seesuprapt. II, § C.
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Here, the popular yam-forward rule1 3 8 should be reconsidered, in particular
when domestic sourcing of raw materials makes no commercial sense to poor
countries due to their transportation problem or the low quality of domestic ma-
terials.

Streamlining rules of origin in a simpler and more transparent way can also
relieve developing countries of a tremendous logistic burden. One way to reduce
their paperwork requirements might be to shift the burden of proof on the eligi-
bility for preferential tariffs by establishing a presumption that imports from
low-income developing countries are compatible to the relevant rules of origin.
Domestic producers who wish to rebut such a presumption would have to prove
any violations.

A more fundamental fix of the rules of origin problem is to stay away from
those spaghetti bowls in the first place 139 . More universal market access without
the impediment of origin requirements tends to enable poor countries to discover
and to benefit from more niches in the global production mechanism in accor-
dance with their comparative advantage.' 40

V.
CONCLUSION: FROM DEVELOPMENT TO GLOBAL PEACE AND SECURITY

Even if the current Doha "development round," delivers a long-awaited lib-
eralization package consisting of reduced subsidies and tariffs in developed
countries, various administrative barriers to market access may remain. In order
to "mainstream" trade as a critical development and poverty reduction strat-
egy, 14 1 WTO members should address these trade-restrictive administrative bar-
riers, in addition to conventional trade barriers such as tariffs and subsidies.

This article has taken on three main administrative barriers: antidumping
measures, regulatory standards, and rules of origin. It has demonstrated the de-
velopmental hazards that these barriers inflict on developing countries. This ar-
ticle has also suggested retooling trade norms and policies to mitigate these haz-
ards. It argues, inter alia, that antidumping investigations be suspended for low-
income developing countries, that regulatory dialogue be pursued between rich
importing countries and poor exporting countries, and that rules of origin be
loosened and simplified to offer developing countries expanded access to rich
countries' markets.

From a different standpoint, developing countries might capitalize on de-

138. Id.

139. For example, prioritizing an MFN-based multilateral trading system under the WTO over
bilateral, regional trade agreements

140. See generally, Sungjoon Cho, Defragmenting World Trade, 27 NW. J. INT'L L. & BUs. 39
(2006).

141. See David E. Luke, Trade-Related Capacity Building for Enhanced African Participation
in the Global Economy, in HANDBOOK, supra note 58, at 510.
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veloped countries' demanding standards. For instance, African farmers use dra-
matically lower amounts of chemical fertilizers or pesticides vis-A-vis their rival
European farmers, mostly because the former cannot afford them. According to
the FAO, in 2001 sub-Saharan African farmers used only 12.6 kg of fertilizers
per hectare while the Dutch and French farmers used 451.9 kg and 226.5 kg, re-
spectively. 14 2 Adopting a voluntary organic labeling scheme, African farmers
may export their crop to the developed countries' markets as environmentally-
friendly produce. Donors should focus their financial assistance on these kinds
of possibilities and fund these farmers' necessary certification procedures. 143

As a new millennium unfolds, the global village is characterized by a
Kafkaesque juxtaposition of cornucopia and dearth. However, increasing inter-
dependence makes such a disparity more and more intolerable, even to the rich
world. 144 After all, "poverty anywhere constitutes a danger to prosperity every-
where."' 14 5 Tackling administrative barriers in rich countries enables poor coun-
tries, beyond Doha's promises, to achieve an access to the global market in a
truly meaningful manner, which helps lift the latter out of abject poverty. Em-
powering these once marginalized people through trade and investment will con-
tribute to an "alliance of civilization" 146 and eventually to global peace and se-
curity. Prosperity truly is the best immunization for the diseases of war and
conflict. 147

142. Mold, supra note 10, at 18.

143. Id., at 28.
144. Amartya Sen, Global Doubts, HARV. MAG. 68 (Sep.-Oct. 2000).

145. The Constitution of the International Labor Organization, Annex (Declaration Concerning
the Aims and Purposes of the International Labor Organization), para. I (c), available at
http://www.ilo.org/public/english/about/iloconst.htm#annex.

146. United Nations, Alliance of Civilization: Report of the High-Level Group 11 (2006),
available at http://www.unaoc.org/repository/HLGReport.pdf.

147. See generally, Sungjoon Cho, A New Agenda for Peace: International Trade Law as a
Practical Discourse, in TRADE AS THE GUARANTOR OF PEACE, LIBERTY AND SECURITY?: CRITICAL,
HISTORICAL AND EMPIRICAL PERSPECTIVES 63 (Padideh Ala'i et al eds. 2006).
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"To expand the trading circle, to make it richer, more competitive, more varied, is
a fundamental contribution to everybody's wealth and welfare. It is time for the
United States to take the lead in establishing the principle of economic coopera-
tion as the foundation for expanded world trade. We propose to do this, not by
setting up a super-government, but by international negotiation and agreement,
directed to the improvement... of the laws that govern trade."

- Message of President Franklin D. Roosevelt to Congress on Bretton Woods Money
and Banking Proposals, February 12, 1945

"A successful Doha Round will reduce and eliminate tariffs and other barriers on
farm and industrial goods. It will end unfair agricultural subsidies. It will open up
global markets for services. Under Doha, every nation will gain, and the develop-
ing world stands to gain the most. Historically, developing nations that open
themselves up to trade grow at several times the rate of other countries. . .The
United States is ready to eliminate all tariffs, subsidies and other barriers to free
flow of goods and services as other nations do the same. This is key to overcom-
ing poverty in the world's poorest nations. It's essential we promote prosperity
and opportunity for all nations."

-Statement by President George W. Bush to the United Nations General Assembly,
September 14, 2005

The WTO Doha Development Agenda:
What is at Stake

By
Christina R. Sevilla*

History and experience provide us with important insights as we look to the
future of the international trading system. Particularly since the end of World
War II, trade has been an integral engine of the world's economic progress. Suc-
cessive rounds of multilateral trade liberalization under the General Agreement
on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) and its successor, the World Trade Organization
(WTO), have helped rebuild war-devastated economies in Europe, provided a
proven path to development for independent and modernizing nations in Asia,

. The writer is deputy assistant U.S. trade representative for intergovernmental affairs and public
liaison. An earlier version of this article appeared in a U.S. Department of State publication, Eco-
nomic Perspectives, January 2007.
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Latin America, Africa, and the Middle East, and lifted hundreds of millions of
people out of poverty.

It is a remarkable continuity of United States' foreign policy that for the
past seven decades, American presidents from Franklin D. Roosevelt to George
W. Bush have steadfastly supported lowering trade barriers between the U.S.
and trading partners around the world. They have shared a belief in trade's cen-
tral role in promoting rising standards of living, greater prosperity, and a broader
range of choices for our citizens and those of other nations. As a result, the
United States is the most open major economy in the world, and this openness is
a clear source of strength. According to the Peterson Institute for International
Economics, U.S. annual incomes are $1 trillion higher, or $9,000 per household,
due to trade liberalization since 1945.1

Today, the world of the 21 st century faces enormous challenges. More than
I billion people live in poverty, a condition that devastates families, communi-
ties, and nations.2 Developed and developing countries alike share the goals of
alleviating poverty around the globe, achieving greater economic growth and
higher standards of living, and generating new employment and opportunities
for their citizens.

As governments seek to break the impasse in the current World Trade Or-
ganization (WTO) Doha Round of negotiations, it is worth recalling that eco-
nomic theory and practical experience demonstrate that open markets and trade
liberalization-dismantling tariff and non-tariff barriers to trade-provide a
proven path to wealth creation and development. Countries that are open to trade
tend to have more wealth, healthier populations, higher rates of education and
literacy, stronger labor rights and environmental standards, and greater invest-
ment opportunities. Trade barriers, in contrast, may shield narrow special inter-
ests from competition, but ultimately they leave a nation as a whole worse off in
terms of wealth foregone, slower growth, and fewer resources to address press-
ing societal needs. 3

I.

THEORY AND EVIDENCE

Why do countries trade? The intellectual underpinnings of free trade are
well known to economists. Simply put, nations benefit by specializing in the
production of goods and services that they can produce most efficiently, and ex-
changing these for the goods and services that other countries produce at higher

1. FRED BERGSTEN, THE UNITED STATES AND THE WORLD ECONOMY: FOREIGN ECONOMIC
POLICY FOR THE NEXT DECADE (Institute for International Economics 2005).

2. THE WORLD BANK, WORLD DEVELOPMENT INDICATORS (2006).

3. See, e.g., PAUL KRUGMAN AND MAURICE OBSTFELD, INTERNATIONAL ECONOMICS:
THEORY AND POLICY (Pearson Addison Wesley 2002).
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quality and lower cost.4 In this arrangement, countries benefit from more effi-
cient production, increased consumer choice, and better goods and services at
lower prices. Dismantling government barriers to trade allows individuals access
to the world's supermarket for food, clothing, and other manufactured goods,
and for services that form the infrastructure of the modem economy, ranging
from finance to telecommunications and transportation to education.

Competition also motivates businesses to innovate, to find new production
processes and technologies to better serve customers, and to advance knowl-
edge. For example, the development of advanced computer technologies and
life-saving medicines in recent years has flourished under conditions of open
markets and export opportunities for industry growth, coupled with enforcement
of strong copyright and patent laws.

Barriers to competition produce the opposite effect: less efficient domestic
industries; higher costs, poorer quality, and fewer choices of goods and services;
less innovation; and slower economic growth.

The economic history of the 20th century provides a potent demonstration
of the vast benefits of trade liberalization for hundreds of millions around the
world and a dramatically painful lesson on the global costs of trade barriers. In
1930, the United States imposed unprecedented trade barriers in the mistaken
belief that U.S. producers "could not successfully compete against foreign pro-
ducers due to lower foreign wages and production costs". 5 At that time, the U.S.
Congress passed the Smoot-Hawley Tariff Act, which erected high tariff walls
to shield the U.S. market from foreign competition.6 The consequences were
disastrous. Trading partners retaliated by protecting their own markets from for-
eign imports. World trade fell by 70 percent in the early 1930s, throwing tens of
millions out of work, deepening the Great Depression, and fuelling the political
tensions that helped give rise to World War 11. 7

Since then, successive American presidents and Congresses have laid the
foundations and forged consensus for peaceful economic cooperation and shared
prosperity through the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) and its
successor institution, the World Trade Organization. From its original 23 found-
ing members under the GATT in 1947, today's WTO has grown to 150 mem-
bers at every level of development, representing every region of the globe, with

4. Id.

5. Office of the U.S. Trade Representative (citing 1929 Speech by President Herbert Hoo-
ver), Remarks before the Center for Strategic and International Studies Conference on Globalization
(March 10, 2004). Available at:
http://www.ustr.gov/assets/Document-Library/USTRDeputySpeeches/2004/asset upload-file715
_4409.pdf.

6. See, e.g., Barry Eichengreen & Douglas A. Irwin, Trade Blocs, Currency Blocs, and the
Reorientation of World Trade in the 1930s, 38 J. INT'L ECON. 1 (1995).

7. BERNARD M. HOEKMAN & MICHEL M. KOSTECKI, THE POLITICAL ECONOMY OF THE
WORLD TRADING SYSTEM IN PERSPECTIVE (Oxford University Press 2001).
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more than two dozen additional countries currently seeking to join.8 The goal
remains the same: lower barriers to trade and spur new trade flows among na-
tions, thereby unlocking the benefits of economic growth and development on
the broadest basis. Trade rules also provide certainty, transparency, and predict-
ability in international commerce, help foster the rule of law, and allow for
countries to settle their trade disputes peacefully.

II.

TRADE CREATES WEALTH FOR SOCIETIES

Empirically, expanded trade has been essential to economic growth and
wealth for both developed and developing countries.

A. What is at stake for the United States

The American market's openness to the world has been a cornerstone of the
nation's strength and prosperity. The United States is the world's largest econ-
omy and largest importer and exporter.9 Since the 1990s, freer trade has helped
raise U.S. national economic output by nearly 47 percent, and, over the same pe-
riod, the U.S. economy added nearly 19 million jobs. 10 Manufactured exports
support more than one in six U.S. manufacturing jobs (an estimated 5.2 million
jobs) and agricultural exports support an additional one million jobs.1' Jobs sup-
ported by exports pay about 13 to 18 percent more than the national average. 12

American households also benefit from the freedom to choose imports from
around the world. It is estimated that the two major trade agreements of the
1990s-the WTO Uruguay Round and the North American Free Trade Agree-
ment between the United States, Canada, and Mexico-generate increased pur-
chasing power of $1,300 to $2,000 per year for the average American family of

8. See World Trade Organization Website, "Understanding the WTO: Members." Available
at http://www.wto.org/english/thewtoe/whatis e/tif e/org6_e.htm; See also "GATT Years: from
Havana to Marrakesh." Available at
http://www.wto.org/english/thewtoe/whatis e/tif e/fact4_e.htm).

9. World Trade Organization, Leading Exporters and Importers in World Merchandise and
Commercial Services, INTERNATIONAL TRADE STATISTICS (2006). Available at
http://www.wto.org/english/rese/statise/statis-e.htm.

10. U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis, "International Economic Accounts." Available at
http://www.bea.gov/international/index.htm; Bureau of Labor Statistics, "Overview of BLS Interna-
tional Data and Training." Available at http://www.bls.gov/bls/international.htm; Additional calcula-
tions by USTR.

11. U.S. Bureau of the Census & U.S. Dept of Commerce, "Industry Trade Data and Analysis,
statistics." Available at http://ita.doc.gov/td/industry/otea/jobs/; US Department of Agriculture, sta-
tistics.

12. USTR Fact Sheet, "Trade Promotion Authority Delivers Jobs, Growth Prosperity and Se-
curity at Home" (January 2007). Available at
http://www.ustr.gov/DocumentLibrary/FactSheets/2007/TradePromotion AuthorityDeliv

ers Jobs,_Growth ProsperitySecurityatHome.html?ht - .
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four.13 According to a University of Michigan study, if Doha were to achieve
even a one-third cut in global barriers to trade in goods and services, the real in-
come gain to a U.S. family of four could be an additional $2,500 annually. 14

Moreover, from a U.S. perspective, 95% of the world's customers are
abroad; a Doha deal will generate further reductions in trade barriers among the
WTO's 150 members, opening more markets for American companies, workers,
farmers, and ranchers. 15 Industrial manufactured goods represent 62% of total
U.S. goods and services exports; these exports have increased by 107% since
1995 when the WTO Uruguay Round went into effect. 16 The United States ex-
ported $891 billion of manufactured goods in 2006.17 U.S. exports of services
have doubled over the past 12 years, generating a $72 billion surplus in 2006 on
exports of $414 billion.1 8 Today, eight in ten jobs in the United States are in ser-
vices, in professions ranging from law, medicine, finance, insurance, education,
telecommunications, engineering, retail, tourism, consulting, environmental ser-
vices, and many others.1 9 Finally, the U.S. is the world's largest exporting coun-
try of agricultural products, with a 9.7% share of world exports in 2005.20 One
in three acres in the U.S. is planted for export.2 1

B. What is at stake for developing countries

For developing countries, the benefits of trade openness coupled with pro-
market domestic reforms are also proven by experience, and the potential for
greater growth and poverty reduction through trade liberalization is substantial.
The World Bank has reported that per capita real income grew nearly three
times faster for the developing countries that lowered trade barriers (5 percent
per year) than for other developing countries (1.4 percent per year) in the
1990s.

22

13. Office of Management and Budget, "Promoting Economic Ownership and Opportunity."
Available at http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/budget/fy20O6/promoting.html.

14. Drusilla K. Brown, Alan V. Deardorff& Robert M. Stem, CGE Modeling and Analysis of
Multilateral and Regional Negotiating Options, UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN RESEARCH SEMINAR IN
INTERNATIONAL ECONOMICS, Discussion Paper No. 468 (2001).

15. Ambassador Susan C. Schwab, Remarks at the National Press Club on the Doha Devel-
opment Agenda (July 7, 2006).

16. U.S. Census Bureau (Foreign Trade Division), "Foreign Trade Statistics." Available at
http://www.census.gov/foreign-trade/www/; Additional calculations by USTR.

17. U.S. Census Bureau (Foreign Trade Division), "FT900: U.S. International Trade in Goods
and Services."

18. U.S. Census Bureau, supra note 16.

19. U.S. Dept of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, "Occupation Employment Statistics.";
Calculation by USTR.

20. WORLD TRADE ORGANIZATION, ANNUAL REPORT (2006)

21. U.S. Dept of Agriculture (Foreign Agricultural Service) "Market and Trade Data" (2005).

22. DAVID DOLLAR & ART KRAAY, TRADE, GROWTH, AND POVERTY (Development Research
Group, The World Bank 2001).
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With respect to poverty, Columbia University economics professor Xavier
Sala-i-Martin finds that global poverty rates have declined significantly over the
last three decades, estimating between 250 million and 500 million fewer poor
in 2000 than in 1970, coupled with reductions in global income inequality dur-
ing the 1980s and 1990s.23 China, for example, has aggressively opened its mar-
ket and expanded its trade, lifting more than 250 million people out of pov-
erty.24 Chile, which has also actively opened its market to trade and commerce,
has more than halved its poverty rate, which declined from 46 percent in 1987 to
around 18 percent in 2004.25

Moreover, while debt relief and foreign aid can make an important contri-
bution to development in poor countries, trade and trade liberalization are likely
to be even more powerful tools for alleviating poverty and providing societies
with the economic resources to address their most pressing needs. Again accord-
ing to the World Bank, the annual income gain to developing countries from the
elimination of trade barriers to goods alone is $142 billion, conservatively
measured.2 6 This amount exceeds the $80 billion in foreign economic assistance
by the major industrialized countries in 2005 and the proposed $42.5 billion for
developing country debt relief combined.27 For example, according to the Blair
Commission on Africa, raising Africa's share of world trade from 2% to 3%
would provide export revenues of $70 billion, nearly three times the amount that
sub-Saharan Africa receives from global aid donors.28

Although studies by the World Bank and the Peterson Institute for Interna-
tional Economics estimate that global free trade could lift tens of millions of
people out of poverty, trade should be accompanied by other domestic reforms,
assistance, and capacity building for developing countries to fully realize the
benefits of liberalization. 29

The United States has made it a priority to provide developing countries
with the tools necessary to build trade capacity and thus benefit from the global
trading system. The United States is the largest single-country provider of trade-

23. SALA-I-MARTIN, XAVIER, THE WORLD DISTRIBUTION OF INCOME: FALLING POVERTY

AND.. CONVERGENCE, PERIOD (Columbia University, National Bureau of Economic Research, &
Universitat Pompeu Fabra 2005).

24. Id.

25. U.S. DEPT. OF STATE, BUREAU OF WESTERN HEMISPHERE AFFAIRS, BACKGROUND NOTE:

CHILE.(2005).

26. Kym Anderson, Will Martin, & Dominique van der Mensbrugghe, Doha Merchandise
Trade Reform: What's at Stake for Developing Countries? (The World Bank , Working Paper No

3848, 2006).

27. Susan Schwab, Op-Ed., More Trade, Less Poverty, WALL ST. J., June 29, 2006.

28. BLAIR COMMISSION FOR AFRICA, REPORT OF THE COMMISSION FOR AFRICA (2006) avail-

able at: http://www.commissionforafrica.org/english/reportlintroduction.html.

29. Kym Anderson, William J. Martin & Dominique van der Mensbrugghe, Global Impacts of
the Doha Scenarios on Poverty (The World Bank, Working Paper No 3735, 2005); WILLIAM R.
CLINE, TRADE POLICY AND GLOBAL POVERTY (Center for Global Development & Institute for In-
ternational Economics 2004).
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related assistance, which includes trade-related physical infrastructure. 30 U.S.
cumulative spending on such aid in 2001-2006 totaled more than $5.6 billion in
grants.

3 1

III.

TRADE LIBERALIZATION AND DEVELOPMENT

Developing countries are potentially large beneficiaries of further multilat-
eral trade liberalization in agriculture, manufactured goods, and services through
the WTO Doha Round.

A. Agriculture

More than 70 percent of the poor in developing countries live in rural ar-
eas.32 According to the World Bank, the most important thing developed coun-
tries can do to increase benefits from trade liberalization is to make deep cuts in
agricultural tariffs. 33 Eliminating agricultural distortions by developed and de-
veloping countries alike would deliver nearly two-thirds (63 percent) of the po-
tential benefit to developing countries. 34 World Bank studies indicate that 93
percent of the welfare gains from removing distortions to agricultural trade
globally would come from reducing import tariffs, while only 2 percent of gains
would come from reducing export subsidies and 5 percent from reducing domes-
tic support. 35 Virtually all of the welfare gains to developing countries from re-
moving distortions to agricultural trade globally come from the removal of im-
port tariffs. 36

B. Goods

According to the World Bank, roughly half of global economic benefits
from free trade in goods would be enjoyed by developing countries. 37 The esti-
mated increase in developing countries' annual income by 2015 is $142 billion,

30. See USTR Website, "Trade-Capacity Building." Available at http://www.ustr.gov
http://www.ustr.gov/Trade-Development/Trade-CapacityBuilding/Section-Index.html.

31. Id.
32. WORLD BANK DEPT. OF AGRICULTURAL AND RURAL DEVELOPMENT, A RESPONSIBLE

APPROACH TO GROWTH: THE RURAL SECTOR BEYOND 2015 (The World Bank 2006)

33. KYM ANDERSON, WILL MARTIN & DOMINIQUE VAN DER MENSBRUGGHE, DISTORTIONS

TO WORLD TRADE: IMPACTS ON AGRICULTURAL MARKETS AND FARM INCOMES (World Bank

2005).

34. Id.
35. Kym Anderson and Will Martin, Agricultural Market Access: The Key to Doha Success

WORLD BANK TRADE NOTE, June 27, 2005.

36. ANDERSON ET AL, supra note 34.

37. Anderson et al, supra note 26.
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or 49 percent of global gains. 38 Taking dynamic changes to economies into ac-
count, the estimated increase rises to as much as $259 billion, or 56 percent of
global gains.39 Trade barriers in developing countries are higher than in devel-
oped countries: The International Monetary Fund finds that trade restrictions in
developing countries are four times higher than in high-income countries 4°,.• Be-
cause roughly 70 percent of the tariffs on goods traded by developing countries
are paid to other developing countries, low- and middle-income nations could
benefit from eliminating their own barriers and stimulate further South-South
trade flows. 4 1

C. Services

Services are now the major source of employment in developing econo-
mies, accounting for more than 50 percent of jobs in Latin America, the Carib-
bean, and East Asia.42 Services are the future of developing countries because
they are the fastest-growing component of their total economic output and the
largest component of foreign direct investment (FDI). 43 Services account for
more than 60 percent of global FDI, increasing from $870 billion to $5.9 trillion
from 1990 to 2004.44 Because the barriers to trade in services are extensive, the
payoff for reducing them is great. For example, a recent World Bank report in-
dicates that countries with open financial services sectors have grown on aver-
age one percentage point faster than other countries.4 5 A University of Michigan
study estimates that liberalization of services would produce more than two-
thirds of the global economic welfare gain from the elimination of trade barri-
ers.

46

38. Id.

39. Id.

40. THE WORLD BANK & INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT,

GLOBAL MONITORING REPORT, (World Bank 2006).

41. Address of the US Trade Representative, "Initiative for Global Development" (June 2006)

Available at

http://www.ustr.gov/assets/Document-Library/Transcripts/2006/June/asset-upload fie676-9564.pd

f.

42. THE WORLD BANK, supra note 2.

43. THE WORLD BANK, WORLD DEVELOPMENT INDICATORS (2006).

44. UNCTAD, WORLD INVESTMENT REPORT: FDI FROM DEVELOPING AND TRANSITION

ECONOMIES, IMPLICATIONS FOR DEVELOPMENT (2006); UNCTAD, WORLD INVESTMENT REPORT:

THE SHIFT TOWARDS SERVICES (2004).

45. AADITYA MATTOO, RANDEEP RATH1NDRAN & ARVIND SUBRAMANIAN, MEASURING

SERVICES TRADE LIBERALIZATION AND ITS IMPACT ON ECONOMIC GROWTH: AN ILLUSTRATION

(World Bank 2001).

46. Brown et al, supra note 14.
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IV.
TRADE AND THE ENVIRONMENT

Trade liberalization can and should support sustainable development. Gen-
erally speaking, countries that are wealthier tend to devote greater societal re-
sources to domestic environmental preservation. In the WTO, the Doha Round
holds great promise for win-win situations with regard to trade and environment,
whereby liberalization yields positive environmental outcomes. For example,
many prominent environmental nongovernmental organizations, such as Oceana
and World Wildlife Fund, have supported the efforts of trade ministers to elimi-
nate harmful fish subsidies, which lead to overfishing of the world's oceans and
depletion of fish stocks, as part of the Doha negotiations. 47 Further, liberalizing
trade in environmental goods and services can support sustainable development
goals by providing greater access at lower cost to key environmental technolo-
gies in areas such as wastewater management, solid and hazardous waste man-
agement, remediation of soil and water, and protection of ambient air and re-
newable energy production.

V.
THE WISER PATH

Developing and developed countries alike face an important choice in the
direction of their trade policy. The rapid pace of change in the international
economy, and its effects-both positive and negative-on regions, localities,
and individuals, breeds understandable anxieties. Each society must find a way
to address the needs of those who may be dislocated by change and cushion the
transition. But backsliding and erecting walls and barriers to trade is not the an-
swer. Trade barriers protect a few at the expense of the many, and countries that
fail to resist protectionist actions risk slower growth, inefficient and noncom-
petitive sectors, greater unemployment, and increased inflation in the longer
term.

The United States stands ready to dismantle remaining trade barriers, as
others do the same, and create new trade flows that will benefit large and small
businesses, workers, farmers, and families. It is imperative to expand new mar-
kets abroad in order to distribute the gains from trade yet to be realized to the
hundreds of millions who seek greater freedom, opportunity, and a path out of
poverty.

47. Letter to Ambassador Rob Portman (December 7, 2005).Available at
http://www.ustr.gov/assets/DocumentLibrary/FactSheets/2005/asset upload file47 l_8608.pdf.
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I.
INTRODUCTION

Free trade agreements ("FTAs") have rapidly proliferated in the new mil-
lennium. With unprecedented alacrity, countries on all six continents have
signed FTAs, first with immediate neighbors, and then farther abroad. The no-
tion of a contiguous trade bloc-Europe, NAFTA, MERCOSUR, ASEAN-has
been unhinged. Yet despite these regional free trade areas, and in direct response
to them, bilateral FTAs have recently taken center stage in many parts of the
world.

Even in East Asia, one of the least integrated areas in the world, an FTA
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race is under way. In the new millennium, a spate of bilateral FTAs has yoked
East Asia's largest economies--China, Japan, Korea, and Singapore-with
countries on various continents, though mostly in Asia. East Asia's first FTA,
the 2002 Japan-Singapore New-Age Economic Partnership Agreement, has in-
deed ushered in a new age. In search of FTA partners, these countries now scour
the Asia-Pacific and beyond. Where is East Asian integration heading?

This paper compares Chinese and Japanese approaches to FTA diplomacy.
Korea and Singapore-though important contributors to the East Asian FTA
landscape-lie outside the scope of this inquiry. Instead, we will examine the
accomplishments and accommodations China and Japan have made in their
quests to become the leaders of the region.

Part II recounts the affiliations that knit East Asia together during the 1980s
and 1990s. This sheds light on the events, motivations, and actors animating the
current FTA surge. As a purely economic matter, an FTA between Japan and
Malaysia seems improbable until one considers the many Hitachi, Mitsubishi
and Toyota factories built there over the last twenty years. 1 Similarly, China's
FTA strategy largely mirrors its decade or so of regional engagement; it comes
as little surprise that China's first FTA was with the Association of Southeast
Asian Nations ("ASEAN").

Part III recounts the ongoing FTA surge in East Asia. Sparked by western
protectionism (EU, NAFTA, MERCOSUR), and fanned by frustration with
fruitless WTO negotiations, East Asian countries have also embraced the global
vogue for FTAs. China and Japan prefer bilateral arrangements in the Asia-
Pacific, 2 with an emphasis on "Asia." After assessing the current corpus of
signed FTAs, the brighter of their future prospects are examined.

Part IV analyzes East Asian FTAs as examples of international economic
law. A brief recitation of the relevant WTO provisions adumbrates the standards
to which Japan and China have aspired. Though still early in their FTA trajecto-
ries, Chinese and Japanese FTAs nonetheless show discernible dispositions. Ja-
pan prefers comprehensive, "western-style" arrangements, aiming to capture the
entire agreement in a single document. Provisions on dispute resolution, rules of
origin, intellectual property, phytosanitary measures, or the like may be an-
nexed, but there is always a definite point of origin. Japan has widened the scope
of topics normally covered in FTAs, but the treaties themselves largely replicate
western orthodoxies.

China has taken a different approach, incorporating both western and Asian
legal principles into its FTAs. The Sino-Chilean FTA is a textbook western
agreement, comprehensive to the core. But the China-ASEAN Free Trade
Agreement ("CAFTA"), and to a lesser extent, the China-Pakistani Free Trade

1. Walter Hatch, Regionalization Trumps Globalization: Japanese Production Networks in
Asia, in POLITICAL ECONOMY & THE CHANGING GLOBAL ORDER 382,388 (Richards Stubbs & G.R.
Underhill eds., 2000).

2. Asia-Pacific is defined broadly to include Asia, the Americas, Australia, and New Zealand.
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Agreement ("CPFTA"), belong to distinct political and legal cultures. China can
thus modulate between the keys of western formalism and Asian incremental-
ism.

II.

REGIONAL INTEGRATION: THE EARLY YEARS

East Asian economic integration is not unfolding in a vacuum, but along
paths well trod during the 1990s. On one level, the present FTA surge reflects
recent initiatives by China and Japan to integrate their economies into the region
and the world. But the FTAs can also be traced to the regional architecture laid
out during the 1990s. First, regional bodies such as ASEAN and APEC created
fora in which East Asian states could discuss and help shape international eco-
nomic policy. Building on this experience-some might call it socialization-
China and Japan have developed methods to integrate their economies into the
regional landscape. By looking at regional bodies, and then China's and Japan's
specific regionalization efforts, we gain critical insight into today's FTA surge.

A. Institutions: ASEAN & APEC

1. ASEAN

Like the European Union ("EU"), the formation of the Association of
Southeast Asian Nations ("ASEAN") responded to a broad array of political,
strategic and economic concerns.3 But unlike the EU or other western arrange-
ments, the group operates informally and consensually. Historically, it has not
made decisions legally binding upon members,4 preferring instead to operate
along the "ASEAN Way" of informality, repeated consultations, and consensus-
building.

5

Initially, ASEAN focused mainly on political issues: the peaceful resolu-
tion of territorial disputes and the promotion of regional stability.6 These aims
and the resultant peace have, of course, contributed significantly to the eco-
nomic stability and success of Southeast Asia.7 But only in the wake of eco-

3. Chia Siow Yue, Regionalism and Subregionalism in ASEAN: The Free Trade Area and
Growth Triangle Models, in REGIONALISM VERSUS MULTILATERAL TRADE ARRANGEMENTS 275,
285 (Takatoshi Ito & Anne 0. Krueger eds., 1997).

4. Seok-young Choi, Inst. of Southeast Asian Studies, Trends in Southeast Asia Series 12,
Regionalism and Open Regionalism in the APEC Region_14 (2004).

5. See Paul J. Davidson, ASEAN Features: The ASEAN Way and the Role of Law in ASEAN
Economic Cooperation, 8 SINGAPORE Y.B. INT'L LAW 165 (2004); Fu-Kuo Liu, East Asian region-
alism: Theoretical perspectives, in REGIONALISM IN EAST ASIA: PARADIGM SHIFTING? 1, 22 (Fu-
Kuo Liu & Philippe R~gnier eds., 2003).

6. Yue, supra note 3, at 285.
7. Stuart Harris, Asian Multilateral Institutions and Their Response to the Asian Economic
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nomic integration elsewhere did a free trade agreement make its way onto the
ASEAN agenda. 8

The ASEAN Free Trade Agreement (AFTA) of 19929 aimed to develop
competitive industries in Southeast Asia by increasing intra-regional trade. 10

The Common Effective Preferential Tariff (CEPT) 11 would usher in this growth
by minimizing tariffs on goods among the various ASEAN states. 12 Slowly but
surely, 13 CEPT has reduced intra-regional tariffs on more than 99% of goods
traded between the ASEAN-6 (Brunei, Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, Singa-
pore and Thailand), and on nearly 80% of goods traded between the four less-
developed members. 14 Nevertheless, given the high degree of economic com-
plementarity already present among ASEAN states, AFTA "has had only a
modest impact on trade liberalization in the Pacific Rim - even among its own
membership."15

ASEAN's primary contribution to regional integration lies outside its eco-
nomic agenda, and outside of Southeast Asia for that matter. ASEAN is the cen-
ter of gravity for this part of the world. It continues to inspire trust in the region;
often the latest Asian initiative began as a highly successful ASEAN one. The
ASEAN Regional Forum and the "ASEAN Plus Three" framework 16 exemplify
this trend. Both fora have linked China, Japan and Korea with Southeast Asia,
and to a lesser extent, with each other.

2. APEC

Like ASEAN, the Asian Pacific Economic Co-operation Forum offers
proof that regionalism in some parts of the world triggers regionalism else-

Crisis: The Regional and Global Implications, in NEW REGIONALISMS IN THE GLOBAL POLITICAL
ECONOMY 119, 127 (Shaun Breslin et al. eds., 2002).

8. ASEAN previous flirted with free trade in the 1977 Preferential Trade Agreement, but in-
sufficient support among the member states effectively sank this proposal. See Yue, supra note 3, at
287.

9. Framework Agreement on Enhancing ASEAN Economic Cooperation, Brunei-Indon.-
Malay.-Phil.-Sing.-Thail., Jan. 28, 1992,31 I.L.M. 506.

10. Shujiro Urata & Kozo Kiyota, The Impacts of an East Asia Free Trade Agreement on For-
eign Trade in East Asia, in INTERNATIONAL TRADE IN EAST ASIA 217, 218 (Takatoshi Ito & Andrew
K. Rose eds., 1997).

11. Agreement on the Common Effective Preferential Tariff Scheme for the ASEAN Free
Trade Area, Brunei-lndon.-Malay.-Phil.-Sing.-Thail., Jan. 28, 1992, 31 I.L.M. 513.

12. DILIP K. DAS, REGIONALISM IN GLOBAL TRADE 146 (2004) ("The original goal of AFTA
was to reduce tariff rates on intra-ASEAN trade to between zero and 5 percent within 15 years be-
ginning January 1993.").

13. Yue, supra note 3, at 289.

14. See ASEAN, The ASEAN Free Trade Area, available at
http://www.aseansec.org/12021 .htm.

15. Thomas C. Fischer, A Commentary on Regional Institutions in the Pacific Rim: Do APEC
andASEAN Still Matter?, 13 DUKE J. COMP. & INT'L L. 337, 353 (2003).

16. See infra, Part IV.
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where. 17 The late 1980s witnessed two regional shifts that alarmed unaffiliated
Pacific states, notably Australia and Japan. First, the European Union advanced
from a tightly knit customs union to an even more protectionist Single Market in
the late 1980s. Second, the 1989 creation of Canada-US Free Trade Agreement
(later, NAFTA) further raised the protectionist barriers to unaffiliated states.
Seeking to buffet global waves by addressing regional issues, APEC has served
as a sounding board, but little else.

From its inception, APEC aimed to liberalize trade in a soft, aspirational
manner. It began "with no organizational framework," 18 nor an exclusivity re-
quirement. Part of its haphazard nature lies in the fact that many original mem-
bers were already party to other FTAs. 19

APEC took several years to commit itself to freer trade and investment in
the Asia-Pacific, and even then only under the loosest of strictures. 20 It has pro-
moted, or perhaps more accurately proposed, lower tariffs on goods traded be-
tween its twenty-one members. Consistent with the preferences of many of its
Asian members, it did not employ legally binding strictures to do so.

Given their different levels of development, geopolitical ambitions, and in-
terest in regionalization, China and Japan have had diverse roles in APEC.
China, though not a founding member, has been a comparatively active one. Ini-
tially, APEC provided China a voice in regional affairs that it could not have
had at the global level. 2 1 The organization's nonbinding, non-intrusive nature
did not threaten China's zealously guarded sovereignty, and appealed to its hesi-
tant approach to international organizations. At the same time, its economic
agenda acculturated China to the new global dictum of lower tariffs, free move-
ment of capital, and deregulation.

Japan, in keeping with its relatively low profile in regional affairs, has been
a hesitant participant in APEC.22 Though instrumental in establishing APEC,
and setting its initial agendas, 23 Japan has since receded from prominence. One
critic suggested that Japan had been marginalized into the role of mediator be-

17. John Ravenhill, A Three Bloc World? The New East Asian Regionalism, 2 INT'L
RELATIONS OF THE ASIA-PACIFIC 167,177 (2002).

18. Akiko Yanai, Characteristics of APEC Trade Liberalization: A Comparative Analysis with
the WTO, in TRADE LIBERALIZATION AND APEC 1, 13 (Jiro Okamoto ed., 2004).

19. APEC initially comprised the six ASEAN states (Brunei, Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines,
Singapore, Thailand), Canada and the US (then parties to CUSFTA), Australia and New Zealand
(then parties to ANZERTA), Korea and Japan.

20. The 1994 APEC Summit, in Bogor, Indonesia, pledged free trade and investment by 2010
for developed members and 2020 for developing members. See Choi, supra note 4, at 18.

21. Shen Ji-ru, China & APEC: Regionalization from China's Domestic Perspective, in THE
NEw REGIONALISM & THE FUTURE OF SECURITY & DEVELOPMENT 248, 257 (Bjorn Hettne et al.
eds., 2000).

22. See S. Javed Maswood, Japan's foreign policy and regionalism, in JAPAN & EAST ASIAN
REGIONALISM 5, 9 (S. Javed Maswood ed., 2001).

23. Christopher M. Dent, Regionalism & inter-regional co-operation, in THE EUROPEAN
UNION & EAST ASIA: AN ECONOMIC RELATIONSHIP 219,222 (Christopher M. Dent ed., 1999).
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tween the unilateral U.S. (with its insistence on free trade) and the wider Asian-
Pacific community (which seeks a more multilateral approach to economic af-
fairs).24 There may be some truth to the interpretation, particularly in the realm
of security but that does not burnish the rather dim view of Japan's regional
leadership in the economic, cultural, monetary and political spheres.

B. National Efforts

A less conspicuous, but no less transformative, type of regional integration
has developed from the experiences of APEC and ASEAN. The thickening of
interstate relations in the Asia-Pacific has generated spillover into new regional
configurations. This section briefly highlights China's and Japan's varied at-
tempts to regionalize in the past couple of decades.

1. China: Dense Institutionalism

Since the end of the Cold War, China has spun a dense organizational web
around itself in Southeast Asia, Central Asia, and to a lesser extent, East Asia.
China's relationship with ASEAN, for instance, has expanded in several direc-
tions. In 1991, China affiliated with ASEAN by becoming a consultative partner
at the ASEAN Post-Ministerial Conference. In 1994, China announced its inten-
tion to take up security issues by joining the annual ASEAN Regional Forum.25

China further deepened the relationship in 1997, pioneering the ASEAN Plus
One framework, which Japan and Korea quickly emulated, creating ASEAN
Plus Three ("APT"). Though only an informal addition to annual ASEAN meet-
ings, the APT may be the only forum convening officials exclusively from East
and Southeast to discuss international affairs. 2 6

China's relationship with ASEAN has helped create trust and goodwill in
the region. In November 2002, China acceded to ASEAN's Treaty of Amity and
Cooperation in Southeast Asia (TAC-SEA), and thereby agreed to "resolve terri-
torial and jurisdictional disputes by peaceful means." 27 This will allay China's
coastal neighbors, especially the Philippines and Vietnam, both of which have
territorial disputes with China over island chains in the South China Sea.28 In
addition, China and ASEAN further committed themselves to cooperate in the
realms of economics, politics, and security in the October 2003 Joint Declara-

24. See Maswood, supra note 22, at 19.
25. See ASEAN Regional Forum, MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC

OF CHINA, Aug. 5, 2002, http://www.fmprc.gov.cn/eng/wjb/zzjg/gjs/gjzzyhy/2612/t 5313.htm.

26. See Hugh De Santis, The Dragon and the Tigers: China and Asian Regionalism, WORLD
POL'Y J. 23, 27-8 (Summer, 2005).

27. Declaration on the Conduct of Parties in the South China Sea art. 4, Brunei-Cambodia-
P.R.C.-Indon.-Laos-Myan.-Phil.-Sing.-Thail.-Vietnam, Nov. 4, 2002,
http://www.aseansec.org/13163.htm.

28. De Santis, supra note 26, at 24 (noting Chinese contestation of the Spratly Islands, with
Vietnam, and Mischief Reef, with the Philippines).
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tion on Peace and Prosperity. 29 China has thus actively engaged in a multi-
pronged charm offensive to the south.

Importantly, China, unlike Japan, has also established its own regional or-
ganizations,30 most notably the Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO). This
grew out of the "Shanghai Five," an agreement signed by China, Kazakhstan,
Kyrgyzstan, Russia, and Tajikistan to promote "confidence-building in the mili-
tary sphere" and the "mutual reduction of military forces in border areas." 3 1

Through time and mutual trust, the countries subsequently committed them-
selves to non-military threats, such as arms smuggling, drug-trafficking and reli-
gious extremism. 3 2 By the time SCO was formally established in 2001, its focus
had shifted largely toward economic cooperation, energy and trade. China has
thus carefully sculpted a credible, and peaceable, regional profile. 33

2. Japan: Regional Production Networks

On the whole, Japan has been a tepid regionalist. Recent events suggest a
more active regional policy ascendant, but for most of the postwar period, Japa-
nese integration efforts were fairly superficial. This is not to suggest that the
Japanese private sector and government have not invested heavily in Southeast
Asia, China, Korea and Taiwan. 34 Japanese corporations have set up factories,
and spent billions in foreign direct investment (FDI), with the result that transna-
tional production lines now snake through East and Southeast Asia. Simultane-
ously, the government's Official Development Assistance (ODA) has funded

29. See Joint Declaration of the Heads of State/Government of the Association of Southeast
Asian Nations and the People's Republic of China on Strategic Partnership for Peace and Prosperity,
Brunei-Cambodia-P.R.C.-Indon.-Laos-Myan.-Phil.-Sing.-Thail.-Vietnam, Oct. 8, 2003,
http://www.aseansec.org/l5265.htm.

30. Other regional organizations established, or actively promoted, by China include the
Kunming Initiative, and the Greater Mekong Sub-region development program. The Kunming Initia-
tive aims to foster economic ties among Bangladesh, Burma, China, and India, but has languished
due to lack of support. See Zaglul Ahmed Chowdhury, Kunming Initiative needs a push, THE DAILY
STAR, Aug. 31, 2005, http://www.thedailystar.net/2005/08/31/d508311502121.htm. The Greater
Mekong Sub-region, proposed by the Asian Bank in 1992, aims to improve infrastructure in China
and Southeast Asia. See Multinational Greater Mekong Program Gears Up, PEOPLE'S DAILY
ONLINE, June 28, 2002, http://english.peopledaily.com.cn/200206/27/eng20020627_98675.shtml.

31. Declaration on Establishment of Shanghai Cooperation Organization art. 6, P.R.C.-Kaz.-
Kyrg.-Russ.-Taj.-Uzb., Jun. 15, 2001,
http://www.sectsco.org/news_detai.asp?id=88&LanguageID=2.

32. Five-Nation Joint Statement Stresses Further Cooperation in Regional Security, PEOPLE'S
DAILY ONLINE, Aug. 26, 1999.

33. This contrasts with the unilateral and bellicose foreign policy of the United States. China
benefits immeasurably from such diplomatic differences.

34. Glenn D. Hook, Japan's role in the East Asian political economy: An emerging region?, in
THE POLITICAL ECONOMY OF JAPANESE GLOBALIZATION 40, 49 (Glenn D. Hook & Hasegawa Ha-
rukiyo eds., 2001) ("Whether in the 1950s or the early twenty-first century... Japan's focus on eco-
nomics suggests the continuing use of ODA and FD1 to shape the development path chartered by the
economies of East Asia.").
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initiatives aimed at structural adjustment, improving infrastructure, and develop-
ing human resources in several of these countries.3 5

Japanese engagement with Asia stretches back to its colonial period, the
Pacific War, and the so-called Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere. After the
war, Japan invested in the natural resources and manufacturing sectors of several
Asian neighbors, 36 a tendency that continues to this day. With the reevaluation
of the yen in 1985, Japanese investment in Asia soared; the amount of invest-
ment between 1986 and 1989 surpassed the entire amount of investment be-
tween 1951 and 1985. 37

Over time, these investments have yielded transnational production net-
works. Rather than manufacture goods in the expensive archipelago, Japanese
automobile and electronics manufacturers offshored their production facilities,
first to Korea and Taiwan, later to Southeast Asia. In any given Honda, for in-
stance, one might find an Indonesian engine, Malaysian fenders, Thai clutches,
and a Filipino transmission. 3 8 A similar transnational effort converges to pro-
duce a Panasonic television.39

These networks created a buffer zone for Japanese corporations as they
faced increasingly severe competition from globalization and European and
North American protectionism. By the end of the millennium, in the eyes of one
observer, "Japanese political and business elites viewed the entire [Asian] region
... as one organic unit, or what the Ministry of International Trade and Industry
(MITI) began to call 'a soft cooperation network."' 40 This soft network had the
added benefit of keeping a large number of white-collar jobs for Japanese execu-
tives, who relocated to Southeast Asia in order to oversee the production facili-
ties.4 1 It also permitted the transfer of certain technologies from Japan to South-
east Asia, though this has not significantly spurred the capacity for technological
innovation in the latter.42

Despite these efforts, it is important to note that there has been little region-
alization outside of the economic realm. Japan has not attempted to increase its

35. Takashi Shiraishi, Japan & Southeast Asia, in NETWORK POWER: JAPAN & EAST ASIA
169, 187 (Peter J. Katzenstein & T.J. Pempel eds., 1997).

36. Richard F. Doner, Japan in East Asia: Institutions and Regional Leadership, in NETWORK
POWER: JAPAN & EAST ASIA 197, 203 (Peter J. Katzenstein & T.J. Pempel eds., 1997) (noting Japa-
nese investment in Bruneian natural gas, Indonesian oil, Malyasian copper and Filipino iron).

37. Id. at 212.

38. Id. at 214.

39. Tessa Morris-Suzuki, Japanese Technology and the New International Division of Knowl-
edge in Asia, in JAPAN'S FOREIGN INVESTMENT & ASIAN ECONOMIC INTERDEPENDENCE:
PRODUCTION, TRADE & FINANCIAL SYSTEMS 135, 143 (Shojiro Tokunaga ed., 1992) (noting that
Matsushita, the parent company of Panasonic, produces televisions "with components ... from a
variety of other Asian industrial nations.").

40. See Hatch, supra note 1, at 387.

41. Id.at390.

42. See Morris-Suzuki, supra note 39, at 145.
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regional role by tying foreign aid and investment to initiatives in other areas.
This again may be reflective of Japan's unique relationship with the United
States, which has limited the fields in which Japan may take a strong stance in
international affairs generally, and on security arrangements in particular. None-
theless, Japan has been free to pursue integration in the spheres of politics,
monetary integration, or culture.

Japan's more assertive FTA strategy marks a recent deviation from its path
of disengagement, though it is predicated upon these economic foundations.
This is not to say that these linkages will lead inexorably to bilateral FTAs.
Nevertheless, Japanese investment and aid in the rest of Asia have given it a leg
up in negotiating agreements with Singapore, Thailand, Malaysia, Indonesia,
and the Philippines.

III.

FTA SURGE

The new FTA boom has roots stretching back to the late 1980s. With the
passage of the Single Market in Europe, and NAFTA in North America, protec-
tionism flourished. Asia's two largest export markets, Europe and North Amer-
ica, were now considerably more difficult to penetrate. Southeast Asia re-
sponded in kind, forming its own regional trade agreement in 1992. China,
Japan, and Korea, on the other hand, lacked the diplomatic networks, mutual
trust, and institutional background that would permit such arrangements. With
increased interaction in regional fora, that suspicion has somewhat abated.

The FTA vogue has other global determinants, namely apprehension over
the Doha Round. If ever they could, countries can no longer rely solely on the
WTO to lower trade barriers. Too many players--even traditional stalwarts of
multilateralism like the United States-are deeply engaged in the bilateral enter-
prise. If unintegrated countries, like China, Japan, and Korea, do not gain pref-
erential access to some markets, their exports face a tremendous disadvantage in
the global marketplace.

With this background, China and Japan have entered the FTA fray. They
have reached out to the countries with whom they cultivated better relations over
the past decade or so. Since 2002, China and Japan have each signed three FTAs
with countries in Asia and the Americas. Here we examine these arrangements,
and then turn to future prospects.

A. China: Diversity & Conformity

China has signed Cooperative Economic Partnership Agreements (CEPAs)
with Hong Kong and Macao, and FTAs with ASEAN, Chile, and Pakistan.4 3 It

43. See China to advance bilateral, regional free trade negotiation, CHINA VIEW, Sept. 15,
2006, http://news.xinhuanet.com/english/2006-09/15/content_5097127.htm.
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is in late stages of negotiation with both Australia and New Zealand, and has
begun talks with the Gulf Cooperation Council, Singapore, and the Southern Af-
rica Customs Union. It has even conducted a feasibility study with distant Ice-
land,44 and announced its intention to begin negotiations with Korea.4 5 Chinese
interest in free trade thus extends far beyond its immediate neighbors in the
Asia-Pacific, even if they continue to be the focus of its FTA policy.

This section examines the four agreements (three foreign, one internal)
China has signed. In addition to trade in goods and services, Chinese FTAs
promote deeper economic integration through investment measures, protection
of intellectual property rights, mutual recognition of standards, harmonization of
custom procedures, and so on.46 At the same time, it should be noted that China
has not taken a cookie-cutter, one-size-fits-all approach to FTAs. Rather, with
each new arrangement, China has proven itself to be flexible, dynamic, even
conciliatory. This makes it a desirable and dependable trading partner for coun-
tries throughout the region, and perhaps the world.

1. Prelude: Hong Kong & Macao

In line with its gradualist approach to opening up to the outside world,
China began its free trade journey with the quasi-autonomous territories of Hong
Kong and Macao. The Closer Economic Partnership Agreements (CEPA),
which brought the former colonies further within the Chinese fold, marked ten-
tative steps toward freer bilateral trade. 4 7 The agreement aims to "promote the
joint economic prosperity and development" of China and Hong Kong, while
facilitating "further development of economic links between the two sides and
other countries and regions. ' 48 Thus, China viewed this initial arrangement not
only as a way of reinforcing economic links with Hong Kong and Macao, but
also as a harbinger of future.

China's first trade liberalization scheme covered, by today's standards, a
fairly typical range of topics: goods, services, and investment. For goods, Hong
Kong merely maintained its zero-tariff rate on goods from China. China, for its
part, phased out tariffs on goods originating in Hong Kong between 2004 and
January 1, 2006.49

Trade in services covers various sectors, from the conventional (advertis-

44. Id.

45. See China, ROK agree to start negotiations on free trade area, PEOPLE'S DAILY ONLINE,
Oct. 14, 2006, http://english.people.com.cn/200610/14/eng2006l0l4_311722.html.

46. Ramkishen S. Rajan, Trade liberalization and the new regionalism in the Asia-Pacific:
taking stock of recent events, 5 INT'L REL. ASIA PACIFIc 217, 221 (2005).

47. China signed CEPAs with Hong Kong on June 29, 2003, and with Macao on Oct. 17,
2003. Since the agreements are essentially the same, the focus here is on the Hong Kong CEPA.

48. Mainland and Hong Kong Closer Economic Partnership Arrangement Preamble, P.R.C.-
H.K., Jun. 29, 2003, http://www.tid.gov.hk/english/cepa/legaltext/fulltext.html [hereinafter CEPA].

49. CEPA, supra note 48, art. 5.
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ing, accounting, tourism, telecommunications, insurance) to the rarer (legal ser-
vices, recognition of professional qualifications). 50 Given Hong Kong's status as
a major financial hub, cooperation in banking and securities was of particular
importance to China. The agreement a) permits state-owned banks to locate their
international treasury and foreign exchange centers to Hong Kong; b) allows for
mainland insurance companies, and other private enterprises, to list on the Hong
Kong stock exchange; and c) calls for greater cooperation and information-
sharing between financial regulators. 5 1 Quite understandably, China wants to
draw on Hong Kong's expertise to build amore sophisticated financial sector.
Moreover, China expects that Hong Kong service-providers and professionals
will train Chinese workers in these new fields. 52

Of course, certain provisions reflect the unique status of China vis-A-vis
Hong Kong, and have not been duplicated in other agreements. One such inno-
vation allows Chinese residents of Guangdong Province (on Hong Kong's
northern border) to visit Hong Kong on special tourist visas.53 More apropos of
trade, Hong Kong and China have agreed to do away with anti-dumping meas-
ures. 54 From its very first free trade agreement, then, China has exhibited a de-
gree of innovativeness, but also a willingness to take advantage of the unique
features of the bilateral relationship. This adaptability manifests itself repeat-
edly.

2. China-ASEAN Free Trade Agreement

As described above, China actively cultivated better relations with its

Southeast Asian neighbors throughout the 1990s. By attending various ASEAN
meetings, cooperating on security issues, and developing a code of conduct for
disputes in the South China Sea, China demonstrated its trustworthiness to the
various members of ASEAN.55

This strategy has also had a significant economic component. Premier Zhu
Rongji proposed the China-ASEAN Free Trade Agreement ("CAFTA") in 2001.
In November 2002, China and ASEAN signed a loose Framework Agreement
with multiple aims: strengthening economic, trade, and investment cooperation;
liberalizing and promoting trade in goods and services; exploring new areas for
economic cooperation; and facilitating the economic integration of the least de-

50. See generally CEPA Annex 4, Specific Commitments on Liberalization of Trade in Ser-
vices.

51. CEPA, supra note 48, art. 13.

52. Agata Antkiewicz & John Whalley, China's New Regional Trade Agreements 11 (Nat'l
Bureau of Econ. Research, Working Paper No. 10992, 2004).

53. CEPA, supra note 48, art. 14

54. Id. at art. 7.
55. Jusuk Wanandi, China and Asia Pacific Regionalism, in THE RISE OF CHINA AND A

CHANGING EAST ASIAN ORDER 37, 44-5 (Kokubun Ryosei & Wang Jisi eds., 2004).
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veloped ASEAN members.5 6 As with the Hong Kong CEPA, this agreement in-
troduces several innovations.

The Framework Agreement itself offers only the barest of skeletons, leav-
ing the task of elaboration to subsequent agreements and annexes; CAFTA does
not so much declare as unfold, a constant work in progress. This in itself comes
as an innovation, reflecting concepts that scholars identify with Asian diplomacy
generally: informality, incrementalism, and minimalism. 57 Rather than grandi-
ose plans or dramatic breakthroughs, CAFTA has come into existence gradually,
annex-by-annex, as a chain of modest steps. Typically, ASEAN diplomacy op-
erates in the following way: issues are discussed; a level of agreement on certain
(not all) issues is attained; a memorial sets forth the mutual understanding; par-
ties reconvene a year later to continue discussions.

This gradualism seems to be working for China and ASEAN. The Agree-
ment on Trade in Goods, the first annex to the Framework Agreement, entered
into force in 2005.58 It calls for the gradual reduction of tariffs by 2010 for the
more developed members of ASEAN, and 2015 for the less developed mem-
bers.59 By that time, over 90% of trade between ASEAN and China will be tar-
iff-free,60 liberalizing "substantially all trade" within a decade. 6 1

The first installation of the Agreement on Trade in Goods focused on agri-
culture. With the Early Harvest Program,62 China and several members of
ASEAN agreed to slash tariffs on 600 agricultural products beginning in 2004,
eliminating them altogether by 2006.63 Significantly, China takes the lead in
lowering its tariffs before many of its ASEAN partners follow suit.64 By all ac-
counts, this has been a success for China and ASEAN; in just one year, Chinese

56. Framework Agreement on Comprehensive Economic Co-operation Between the Associa-
tion of Southeast Asian Nations and the People's Republic of China art. 1, Brunei-Cambodia-P.R.C.-
Indon.-Laos-Myan.-Phil.-Sing.-Thail.-Vietnam, Nov. 5, 2002, http://www.aseansec.org/13196.htm
[hereinafter Framework Agreement].

57. See Liu, supra note 5, at 21-22.

58. Agreement on Trade in Goods of the Framework Agreement on Comprehensive Economic
Co-operation between the Association of Southeast Asian Nations and the People's Republic of
China, Brunei-Cambodia-P.R.C.-Indon.-Laos-Myan.-Phil.-Sing.-Thail.-Vietnam, Nov. 29, 2004,
http://www.aseansec.org/16646.htm.

59. Id. at Preamble.

60. See Minister Bo Xilai Answering Questions of the Press on China-ASEAN FTA, PRC
Ministry of Foreign Commerce,
http://boxilai2.mofcom.gov.cn/aarticle/speech/200608/20060802846310.html [hereinafter Answering
Questions].

61. By agreeing to free up substantially all trade, China and ASEAN acknowledge the stan-
dards articulated, though rarely enforced, by the WTO. See infra, Part IV.

62. See China-ASEAN Agriculture Trade on Fast Track, CHINA DAILY, Aug. 9, 2004,
http://china.org.cn/english/BAT/103399.htm.

63. Id.
64. Alyssa Greenwald, Note, The ASEAN-China Free Trade Area (ACFTA): A Legal Re-

sponse to China's Economic Rise?, 16 DUKE J. COMP. & INT'L L. 193, 198 (2006) (noting the Early
Harvest Program is "almost entirely one-sided, with China making the immediate concessions.").
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agricultural imports from ASEAN grew 46.6%, and exports grew 31.2%.65 This
has generated optimism on both sides for continued tariff reductions in other
goods.

Since 2002, CAFTA has been fleshed out with additional agreements: the
Protocol to Amend the Framework Agreement (2003);66 a Dispute Settlement
Mechanism (2004);67 a Plan of Action for Information Technology (2007);68

and most recently, a Service Trade Agreement. 69 Some of these, such as the
Amendment Protocol, elaborate a list of procedures, contrasting quite markedly
with the schematic Framework Agreement. It is tempting to call such additions
"western," in their desire to capture every imaginable contingency. Neverthe-
less, the China-ASEAN Free Trade Agreement retains a gradualism and infor-
mality unique among FTAs.

3. Outward Bound: China-Chile Free Trade Agreement

On October 1, 2006, the first part of the China-Chile FTA went into ef-
fect. 70 China adapted to Chile's largely western standards, entering into an
agreement of 121 articles, and 62 pages in English, making it much longer than
the CAFTA (23 pages, 16 articles) and CEPA agreements (11 pages, 23 arti-
cles). Without a long history of trade relations, China and Chile elected a com-
prehensive package ab initio, minimizing ambiguity and clearly illuminating all
details. China can thus operate in the keys of western formalism and Asian in-
crementalism.

Between 2007 and 2017, China and Chile will progressively eliminate tar-
iffs on 97% of tariff lines. 7 1 In the first cut, already in effect, China eliminated

65. Answering Questions, supra note 60.
66. Protocol to Amend the Framework Agreement on Comprehensive Economic Co-operation

Between the Association of Southeast Asian Nations and the People's Republic of China, Brunei-
Cambodia-P.R.C.-Indon.-Laos-Myan.-Phil.-Sing.-Thail.-Vietnam, Oct. 6, 2003,
http://www.aseansec.org/15157.htm.

67. Agreement on Dispute Settlement Mechanism of the Framework Agreement on Compre-
hensive Economic Co-operation Between the Association of Southeast Asian Nations and the Peo-
ple's Republic of China, Brunei-Cambodia-P.R.C.-Indon.-Laos-Myan.-Phil.-Sing.-Thail.-Vietnam,
Nov. 29, 2004, http://www.aseansec.org/16635.htm.

68. Plan of Action to Implement the Beijing Declaration on ASEAN-China ICT Cooperative
Partnership for Common Development, ASEAN-P.R.C., Jan. 14, 2007,
http://www.aseansec.org/19283.htm.

69. See China and ASEAN Signed the Service Trade Agreement, Ministry of Commerce of the
People's Republic of China, Jan. 16, 2007, http://english.mofcom.gov.cn/aarticle/subject/ cameet-
ings/lanmuc/200701/20070104275170.html.

70. Free Trade Agreement Between the Government of the People's Republic of China and
the Government of the Republic of Chile, Chile-P.R.C., Nov. 18, 2005,
http://www.direcon.cl/pdf/Texto%20Final%20ing.pdf [hereinafter CCFTA].

71. Sino-Chilean Free Trade Agreement to be Enforced As of Oct. 1, Ministry of Commerce of
the People's Republic of China, Sept. 3, 2006, http://english.mofcom.gov.cn/aarticle/newsrelease/
significantnews200609/20060903198707.html.
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tariffs on 28% of its tariff lines, while Chile eliminated them on 43% of its tariff
lines. 72 The first round of tariff reduction focuses on agricultural products,
chemicals, textiles, and electronics. 73 Most importantly for resource-challenged
China, copper is also included.

In keeping with the larger trend, the China-Chile FTA extends beyond
goods and services. It addresses fair competition, diversification of trade, and
dispute resolution. 74 In other words, procedure is a critical component to this
agreement, and proceeds in elaborate detail.

4. Investing in the West. China-Pakistan Free Trade Agreement

Unlike CAFTA, the China-Pakistan Free Trade Agreement ("CPFTA")75

did not spring from a long courtship between the two countries; it took just
eighteen months and six rounds of talks. 76 While Sino-Pakistani diplomatic rela-
tions have been warm for most of their contemporary history77 (both states were
founded in the late 1940s), the FTA still came as a surprise. China's regionaliza-
tion efforts had focused primarily on Southeast Asia, and to a lesser extent, in
Central Asia. The CPFTA attests to both China's desire to be a regional leader,
and Pakistan's keen appetite for foreign investment and technology.

The CPFTA is not expansive, covering goods, services, and investment. It
takes an extremely flexible approach toward tariff reduction, dividing tariffs into
five categories, each with a different percentage reduction, and implementation
deadline.78 Periodic tariff reviews, including one "at the end of the fourth year
or at the beginning of the fifth year," ensure that implementing future tariff
schemes will not damage either side. The agreement states that both sides "shall
endeavor" to eliminate 90% of the tariff lines, but only spells out the reduction

72. See China, Chile put free trade agreement into effect, CHINA VIEW, Oct. 1, 2006,
http://news. xinhuanet.com/english/2006-10/01/content_5161337.htm (noting China eliminated tar-
iffs on 2,834 products from Chile, leaving them on an additional 7,391; Chile eliminated tariffs on
5,891 Chinese products, leaving them on an additional 7,750).

73. Id.

74. CCFTA, supra note 70, art. 2.

75. Free Trade Agreement Between the Government of the People's Republic of China and

the Government of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan, P.R.C.-Pakistan, Nov. 24, 2006,
http://english.gov.cn/2006-11/24/content 452988.htm [hereinafter CPFTA].

76. See China, Pakistan sign free trade agreement, PEOPLE'S DAILY ONLINE, Nov. 24, 2006,
http://english.peopledaily.com.cn/200611/24/eng20061124_324918.html.

77. See Key developments in Sino-Pakistani relations, Ministry of Commerce of the People's
Republic of China, Nov. 25, 2006,
http://english.mofcom.gov.cn/aarticle/subject/cnpkfta/lanmub/200611/20061103886177.html.

78. Category I tariffs will be reduced to zero by 2010. Category II tariffs will be reduced to
5% or below by 2012. Category III tariffs will be reduced to 50% by 2012. Category IV tariffs will
be reduced 20% by 2012. Category V tariffs will remain as they are. See CPFTA, supra note 75,
Annex 1, Elimination of Import Customs Duties,
http://english.mofcom.gov/cn/accessory/200611/1164848975849.doc.
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of 85% of the tariff lines.79 Flexibility is the operative word here. 80

In addition, CPFTA slakes some of Pakistan's thirst for foreign invest-
ment.81 It provides protection to Chinese investors in Pakistan, which has al-
ready brought significant Chinese investment into Pakistan's industry and infra-
structure, including the Pakistan-China Industrial Zone. 82 In this light, free trade
seems a distant afterthought to the imminent realization of financial cooperation.
China is steadily cementing its position as a regional power.

5. New Horizons: Australia, New Zealand, South Korea

For several years now, China has also been negotiating FTAs with Austra-
lia and New Zealand. Given the discrepancies in development between China
and these two countries, all parties have expressed concern about the feasibility
of an FTA. At present, New Zealand seems more inclined to sign an agreement
than Australia.

i. Australia

Sino-Australian talks continue in starts and fits, as they have since the
countries signed a Trade and Economic Framework in 2003.83 Despite a recent
attempt to set a two year time limit by which to conclude negotiations, 84 it is
unlikely that both sides will make the necessary concessions. China wants lower
tariffs on manufactured goods: clothing, footwear, and motor vehicles. By con-
trast, Australian manufacturers have sought protection from the intense competi-
tion that they already face from cheap Chinese exports.

On the other hand, Australia has not fully persuaded China to ease its steep
agricultural tariffs. With hundreds of millions of its own underemployed farm-
ers, and increased competition from CAFTA, China is in not inclined to rush to
further open its agricultural markets. Matters are even more complicated in ser-
vices and investments. Australia seeks preferential access to China's growing
services market (telecommunications, finance, construction), but China is reluc-
tant to make such concessions to a developed country. In short, a comprehensive

79. Id.

80. Indeed, it provides for maximum flexibility by permitting either party to terminate the
agreement within six months of notifying the other. CPFTA, supra note 75, art. 82.

81. See China, Pakistan To Ink Free Trade Deal, CBS/AP, Nov. 23, 2006 (noting Pakistan's
solicitation of foreign investment for infrastructure, industrial development and energy).

82. CPFTA, supra note 75, arts. 46-56. Twenty Chinese companies have committed to invest
in the Pakistan-China Industrial Zone, currently being established in Punjab. Syed Fazl-e-Haider,
Chinese eye Pakistan's real estate, ASIA TIMES ONLINE, Jan. 17, 2007,
http://www.atimes.comi/atimes/SouthAsia/IA 17Df03.html.

83. See Australia-China Trade and Economic Framework, AUSTRALIA MINISTRY FOR TRADE,
Oct. 24, 2003, http://www.trademinister.gov.au/releases/2003/mvt085_03.html.

84. Free trade agreement with Australia within two years: official, PEOPLE'S DAILY ONLINE,
OCT. 18, 2006, http://english.people.com.cn/200610/18/eng20061018_312793.html.
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Sino-Australian FTA is still a long way off.

ii. New Zealand

New Zealand is closer to completing an FTA with China. In the ninth, and
most recent, round of discussions, the countries addressed such critical com-
plexities as rules of origin and market access. A New Zealand official's predic-
tion that the agreement would be concluded between April 2007 and April 2008
seems plausible. 85

Like its predecessors, this agreement will cover trade in products, services,
investment facilitation, and the protection of intellectual property. It also envi-
sions the possibility of "strategic cooperation" in fields like forestry, animal
husbandry, and environmental protection.86 What is new, and controversial, is
Chinese pressure for New Zealand to admit skilled Chinese workers on tempo-
rary permits.87 While it remains a touchy subject, New Zealand has tentatively
suggested that specialists outside of sensitive sectors--chefs, doctors of tradi-
tional Chinese medicine, Mandarin teachers---could conceivably be admitted
under the FTA.

iii. Korea

Finally, the prospects of a China-Korea FTA have also started to make
headlines. In June 2005, Chinese Prime Minister Wen Jiabao raised the possibil-
ity of a bilateral FTA with his Korean counterpart, Prime Minister Lee Hae-
chan. In 2004, China surpassed the United States to become Korea's top trading
partner, devouring 20% of the country's exports, and absorbing a third of its
FDI.88 While these indicators hint at a deeper symbiosis, concrete plans for a
bilateral agreement will likely stall until certain economic sectors receive spe-
cific assurances from their respective governments.

Korean farmers, clothiers and leatherworkers fear a flood of cheap Chinese
imports, similar to those that have washed up on American, Australian and
European shores. On the other hand, Chinese electronics manufacturers worry
about low-priced and high-quality cell phones, MP-3 players, and other electron-
ics from such Korean giants as LG and Samsung. Of course, these concerns af-
fect government officials in China and Korea differently; democratically-elected

85. See Simon Louisson, NZ on track to sign FTA with China, Oct. 19, 2006,
http://www.bilaterals.org /article.php3?id-article=6262.

86. See Trade and Economic Cooperation Framework between New Zealand and the People's
Republic of China 2, P.R.C.-N.Z., May, 28, 2004, http://www.mfat.govt.nz/Trade-and-Economic-
Relations/0--Trade-archive/0--Trade-agreements/China/0-tecfmay04.php.

87. See Greens wary of deal on Chinese labour, NEW ZEALAND HERALD, Oct. 5, 2006,
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/section/story.cfm?c id=1&objectid= 0404405.

88. See Ko Kyoung-tae, Korea-China Free Trade Agreement Talks Gather Steam But a Sticky
Path Ahead, http://www.bilaterals.org/article.php3?idarticle=2567.
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Korean leaders must respond to constituencies in ways that Chinese leaders do
not.

In the space of a few years, Chinese FTAs have gone from rudimentary
blueprints to exhaustive agreements. To some extent, this is a function of
China's willingness to indulge trading partner preferences: ASEAN's for infor-
mality and gradualism, Chile's for immediacy and comprehensiveness. But it
also reflects China's growing sophistication in dealing with its neighbors; China
is no longer afraid of committing itself to a complicated web of international le-
gal obligations, and will in all likelihood continue to draft treaties in this mold.

B. Japan.- Scratching Beneath the Surface

In contrast to China's newfound enthusiasm for FTAs, Japan has a longer
and more contested history with them. During the Uruguay Rounds of the WTO,
Japanese delegates aimed to minimize the "adverse effects" of FTAs; they
wanted GATT to provide discipline to the formation and regulation of FTAs.8 9

In particular, they sought clarification of the ambiguities in GATT Article
XXIV, which sets out requirements for FTAs. 90 Until quite recently, then, Japan
had staunchly advocated multilateral trade.

In the new millennium, however, Japan's fear of being excluded from the
global FTA game has led to a realignment of its international economic poli-
cies.9 1 A 2002 summary from Japan's Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MOFA) cap-
tures a key aspect of this about-face: "FTAs increase Japan's bargaining power
in WTO negotiations." 92 Needless to say, credibility in multilateral institutions
is not the primary aim of Japan's EPA policy. MOFA has also articulated Ja-
pan's desire to facilitate community-building, stability and prosperity in East
Asia.9 3 For the first time since the Pacific War, Japan is seriously attempting to
transform its economic prowess into political and diplomatic capital; FTAs are
the enzymes in this process of conversion.

With three agreements in effect, and several others in various stages of ne-
gotiation, Japan has entered the FTA age at full force. Technically speaking, Ja-
pan has entered the EPA age, which seeks deeper forms of integration in se-

89. Haruo Saburi, The GATT/WTO and Regional Integration, 44 JAPANESE ANN. INT'L L. 77,
77(2001).

90. Id.

91. Saadia M. Pekkanen, Bilateralism, Multilateralism, or Regionalism? Japan's Trade Fo-
rum Choices, 5 J. E. ASIAN STUD. 77, 92, 95 (2005).

92. See Japan 's FTA Strategy (Summary), THE MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS OF JAPAN,
http://www.mofa.go.jp/policy/economy/fta/strategy0210.html [hereinafter Japan's FTA Strategy].

93. See Basic Policy towards further promotion of Economic Partnership Agreements (EPAs),
approved by the Council of Ministers on the Promotion of Economic Partnership on Dec. 21, 2004,
art. I-1, THE MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS OF JAPAN,
http://www.mofa.go.jp/policy/economy/fta/policy042.html.
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lected areas.94 This section first examines the EPAs with Singapore, Mexico,
and Malaysia, and then takes up Japan's ongoing negotiations.

1. Japan-Singapore New Age Economic Partnership9 5

Like its East Asian neighbors, Japan chose a comparatively minor trading
partner to initiate its EPA strategy. Singapore made a sensible choice for several
reasons, not the least of which was its virtually non-existent agricultural sec-
tor.9 6 Singapore's advanced markets, 9 7 FTA experience, 9 8 and strong intellec-

tual property regime persuaded Japanese officials that the agreement would
make a good "learning experience."

The Japan-Singapore Economic Partnership Agreement ("JSEPA") encap-
sulates several features of Japan's grander economic policy. It aims to heighten
Japan's regional presence by exporting financial and technological expertise to a
key Southeast Asian player. Though a bilateral agreement, JSEPA envisions
Japanese involvement with the rest of Southeast Asia,99 particularly countries
with nascent capital markets.100 It also incorporates a wide range of cooperative
measures in investment, information technology, tourism, science and technol-
ogy, human resources development, and education. This is a wide-ranging plan
for such a small partner-country, but reflects Japan's grand ambitions to inte-
grate across geographic and strategic borders.

94. Economic Partnership Agreements (EPAs) differ from Free Trade Agreements chiefly in
their scope. FTAs, strictu sensu, aim to eliminate tariffs only on goods and services. EPAs are more
ambitious, seeking deeper integration of the two economies. EPAs may provide, for intellectual
property rights; free movement of persons and labor; investment mechanisms; educational and scien-
tific exchange. See Japan's Policy on FTAs/EPAs, Ministry of Economy, Trade and Investment
(METI), March 2005; Taro Aso, The Hallmarks of Economic Diplomacy for Japan, Speech at the
National Press Club of Japan, Mar. 8, 2006,
http://www.mofa.go.jp/announce/fm/aso/speech0603.htm1l.

95. Agreement Between Japan and the Republic of Singapore for a New-Age Economic Part-
nership, Japan-Sing., Jan. 13, 2002, http://www.mofa.go.jp/region/asia-pacilsingapore/jsepa.html
[hereinafter JSEPA].

96. Even so, the Japanese Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fishing acquiesced to the Sin-
gapore agreement only after considerable "foot-dragging" to placate agricultural interests. See Ellis
S. Krauss, The US, Japan, and trade liberalization: from bilateralism to regional multilateralism to
regionalism +, 16 PACIFIC REV. 307, 320 (2003).

97. ld. at 319.

98. Singapore signed its first FTA with New Zealand in Nov. 2000. Since then, it has signed
agreements with thirteen other countries, including Canada, EFTA, and the US. See Singapore's
FTA Network: Expanding Markets, Connecting Partners, MINISTRY OF TRADE AND INDUSTRY -

SINGAPORE, http://www.iesingapore.gov.sg/wps/portal/!ut/p/kcxml/04_Sj9SPykssyxPLMnMzOv
MOYjzKLN4g3CUFSYGY5oFm-pFoYo4YImah3philWEIMV-PNxUSB9b OA YLcONDQ
iHJHAAF8_pE!/delta/base64xml/L3dJdyEvdOZNQUFzQUMvNEIVRS82XzBfNIRV.

99. JSEPA, supra note 96, at Preamble ("enhancing economic ties between the Parties would
strengthen Japan's involvement in Southeast Asia.")

100. Id. at art. I(b)(i).
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2. Japan-Mexico Economic Partnership Agreement' 0 1

In 2004, Japan signed its first, and perhaps only, EPA with a non-Asian
state. Availing itself of Mexico's intricate FTA network of 43 countries, Japan
gains tariff-free access to key European, North American and South American
markets. 102 This is as far as Japan needs to go in the Americas. Mexico benefits
from lower tariffs on Japan's $60 billion food industry. 10 3 It also hopes to get an
investment boost, though this seems unlikely in light of Japan's heavy invest-
ment in Southeast Asia. Japan would prefer to consummate EPAs with its exist-
ing production lines in Southeast Asia rather than create new ones in North
America. Nevertheless, after a year in effect, both Japan and Mexico have seen
significant increases in bilateral trade, with Japan doing slightly better. 10 4

3. Japan-Malaysia EPA

After two years of negotiation, the Japan-Malaysia Economic Partnership
Agreement entered into force in July, 2006. The economic interests of corporate
Japan are well represented. The EPA progressively eliminates tariffs on auto-
mobiles and auto parts, bearing the unmistakable stamp of the car industry. For
its part, Malaysia will receive a much-needed technological and financial boost
to modernize its aging factories. The agreement eliminates tariffs on 97% of the
value of bilateral trade, 10 5 including agricultural products, fisheries, footwear,
rubber, and textiles. This is a good lesson for the Japanese agricultural sector,
which will face even more severe competition if and when agreements with
other countries materialize.

Like the others, the Japan-Malaysia agreement aims for cooperation across
various sectors. Japan is concerned about the protection of investment and intel-
lectual property rights, while Malaysia looks forward to deepening the "socio-
economic partnership."' 0 6 An example of the latter was announced in October,
2006, when Japan agreed to open a "Skills Training Centre" in Shah Alam, fif-

101. Agreement Between Japan and the United Mexican States for the Strengthening of the
Economic Partnership, Japan-Mex., Nov. 10, 2004,
http://www.mofa.go.jp/region/latin/mexico/agreement/index.html.

102. See Takeo Miyazaki, Envoy: Japan-Mexico partnership beneficial, DAILY YOMIURI, Apr.
5, 2006 (noting Mexico had signed forty-three free trade agreements).

103. Japan's parliament ratifies free trade pact with Mexico, AGENCE FRANCE PRESSE --
ENGLISH, Nov. 10, 2004.

104. See Miyazaki, supra note 103 (noting that, ten months after the agreement came into ef-
fect, Mexican exports increased by 30%, and Japanese exports by 40%).

105. Japan Hopes for Better Economic Ties with Malaysia Via JMEPA, MALAYSIA ECON.
NEWS, Oct. 2, 2006.

106. Agreement Between the Government of Japan and the Government of Malaysia for an
Economic Partnership art. 1(b), 1(c), 1(d), Japan-Malay., Dec. 13, 2005,
http://www.mofa.go.jp/region/asia-paci/malaysia/epa/index.html.
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teen miles west of Kuala Lumpur. The center will train "master trainers" in the
latest automotive technologies developed in Japan; they will in turn go back to
their companies and instruct colleagues. 10 7 The footprint of the Japanese auto-
mobile industry is once again apparent, giving Malaysia a slight technological
edge vis-A-vis its regional competitors: Indonesia, the Philippines, and Thailand.

4. Japan's EPA Future

Japanese EPA diplomacy shows no sign of slowing. The present focus is to
conclude the ongoing negotiations with Thailand, the Philippines, and Indonesia.
Japan has had several rounds of discussions with each country, but cannot con-
vince Southeast Asian auto manufacturers to phase out tariffs on Japanese cars
and auto components. 108 Nevertheless, one of these agreements is fairly likely to
be Japan's next. 10 9

In 1998, Japan proposed an FTA with Korea.1 10 In its annual report of the
following year, the Ministry of International Trade and Industry (now Ministry
of Economy, Trade and Industry) formally floated the idea that Japan should
take a leading role in forming a regional trade bloc in Northeast Asia.111 In
2002, Japan and Korea formed a joint study group to debate the desirability of
an FTA, and six rounds of negotiations have been held since. Despite the poten-
tially large gains for both Japan and Korea, no new negotiations have taken
place since the sixth round of talks in November 2004.112 Politics, at times, can
trump economic logic, particularly when the relationship is as fraught as the one
between Japan and Korea. Moreover, sensitive sectors in both countries (agricul-
ture, fisheries, apparel) will need specific assurances, most probably in the form
of subsidies, before agreeing to a bilateral arrangement. 113

Though unlikely in the near future, a bilateral agreement between China
and Japan is still an important theoretical exercise. Rumblings of a Sino-

107. Japanese-Style "Train the Trainer" Centrefor Local Auto Sector, MALAYSIAN ECON.
NEWS, Oct. 21, 2006.

108. See, e.g., Aranee Jaiimsin, Thailand-Japan pact could damage auto-parts industry,
BANGKOK POST, Feb. 26. 2007; Indonesia to exempt duty on Japanese auto parts, PEOPLE'S DAILY
ONLINE, Aug. 24, 2006; Briefing Paper on the Japan-Philippines Economic Partnership Agreement
(JPEPA), Prepared by the office of Rep. Teddy Casiho, 2-3,
http://www.bilaterals.org/IMG/pdf/JPEPA_ briefingPaper-final.pdf.

109. Japan's Efforts on Economic Partnership Agreement (EPA), THE MINISTRY OF FOREIGN
AFFAIRS OF JAPAN, http: //www.globalwarming.mofa.go.jp/policy/economy/fta/effort.pdf [hereinaf-
ter Japan's Efforts].

110. The Japanese ambassador to Korea, Ogura Kazuo, became the first senior official to go on
the public record in support of such an arrangement. See Kevin G. Cai, Is a Free Trade Zone Emerg-
ing in Northeast Asia in the Wake of the Asian Financial Crisis?, PAC. AFF.7, 13 (Spring 2001).

111. Id. at 12-13. The bloc would have consisted of Hong Kong, Korea and Taiwan.

112. Japan's Efforts, supra note 110.
113. Highly industrialized, technologically savvy, and highly protective of their agricultural

sectors, Japan and Korea lack the natural complementarity that favors an agreement between China
and Japan.
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Japanese Free Trade Agreement have been heard for some time now, 114 most
recently in an article from Mainichi Shimbun. 115 Certainly the two economies
share complementary strengths and needs that could prove mutually beneficial.
An RTA could further expand Japanese production networks for important items
like industrial machinery, precision instruments, consumer electronics, semicon-
ductors, and computers. Coupling Japanese capital and technology with China's
educated workforce could also lead to a new symbiosis. Moreover, the growing
Chinese market and hunger for high-end goods could help prevent the hollowing
out of the Japanese high-tech and luxury apparel sectors.11 6 Indeed, by Japanese
estimates, an FTA with China would raise Japan's gross domestic product by
half of a percent. 1 17 For the time being, this kind of arrangement is unlikely to
develop given the fractious political relationship between China and Japan.

Finally, Australia and New Zealand appear on Japan's distant EPA horizon.
Talks have begun with both nations, though resistance from Japan's agricultural
sector remains strong; 118 Australia's status as a major supplier of natural re-
sources to Japan does not help in this regard. 1 19 The business communities of
the countries have suggested a two-step approach, attending first to areas of mu-
tual interest before moving on to a comprehensive EPA.120

IV.
EAST ASIAN FTAs

For the past five years, China and Japan have sown the seeds of regional in-
tegration through far-reaching FTA diplomacy. Attention to these new forms of
international economic law sheds light on the current boom, and helps illuminate
the possibility of future regional integration. A brief overview of the relevant
WTO provisions on free trade agreements frames the discussion.

A. The WTO on FTAs

As members of the WTO, China and Japan must at least consider minimal
obligations before establishing free trade agreements. China, as a developing

114. When Vice Premier Wu Yi visited Japan in May 2005, to pick one example among many,
he suggested that a Free Trade Agreement was one of six ways to ameliorate Sino-Japanese rela-
tions. See China-Japan Free Trade Agreement Urged, CHINA DAILY, May 19, 2005,
www.chinadaily.com.cn/english/doc/2005-05/19/content_444049.htm.

115. See Mainichi Shimbun, Japan to Pursue Free Trade Deals with China, REUTERS, Jan, 3,
2006 (reporting that Japan will start negotiations on a free trade deal with China in 2009),
www.bilaterals.org/article.php?3idarticle=3407.

116. Manabu Hara, Asian Giants: FTA with China a big plus for Japan, ASAHI SHINBUN
(ENGLISH EDITION), Oct. 3, 2005, at 1.

117. Id.

118. Japan's Efforts, supra note 110.

119. See Japan's FTA Strategy, supra note 93.

120. Id.
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country, may avail itself of the less onerous standards articulated in the Enabling
Clause. 12 1 In addition to notifying the WTO, 122 both China and Japan must sat-
isfy three requirements. 123 First, the elimination of duties and other restrictions
must apply to "substantially all the trade" between countries. 124 Second, restric-
tions on trade with countries outside of the FTA cannot be higher than they were
"prior to the formation of the free-trade area." 12 5 Third, the formation of the
FTA must take place "within a reasonable period of time." 126 As a developing
country, China may avail itself of the less onerous standards articulated in the
Enabling Clause. 127

By and large, Chinese and Japanese FTAs liberate substantially all trade,
though Japan adheres to this standard somewhat more strictly. Japanese FTAs
consistently exceed the de facto standard of 90% of trade in goods, with no eco-
nomic sectors entirely excepted. 128 Japan's EPAs eliminated tariffs on 98% of
trade with Singapore, 129 94% with Mexico, and 95% with Malaysia. 130 Addi-
tionally, Japan has agreed to accomplish the tariff reductions within the gener-
ally accepted "reasonable period" of ten years. 13 1

China has also taken the requirement seriously. The agreements with
ASEAN and Chile both eliminate tariffs on 90% of trade in goods within a dec-
ade. 132 The Pakistani agreement, by contrast, does not extend quite so far, in ef-
fect aspiring to reach 90%, but concretely providing for only 85%. Nevertheless,

121. See Differential and More Favourable Treatment, Reciprocity and Fuller Participation of
Developing Countries, GATT Doc. L/4093 (Nov. 28, 1979), B.I.S.D. (26th Supp.) 203 (1980) (per-
mitting developing countries to "accord differential and more favourable treatment to developing
countries, without according such treatment to other" members).

122. See Marrakesh Agreement Establishing the World Trade Organization, Annex IA, General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade art. XXIV(7)(a), 333 I.L.M. 1153, (1994) [hereinafter GATT].

123. See Sydney M. Cone, III, The Promotion of Free-Trade Areas Viewed in Terms of Most-
Favored-Nation Treatment and "Imperial Preference, " 26 MICH. J. INT'L L. 1, 6 (2005) (concentrat-
ing WTO requirements into three principles].

124. GATT, art. XXIV (8)(b).

125. GATT, art. XXIV (5)(b).

126. GATT, art. XXIV (5)(c).

127. See Differential and More Favourable Treatment, Reciprocity and Fuller Participation of
Developing Countries, GATT Doc. L/4093 (Nov. 28, 1979), B.I.S.D. (26th Supp.) 203 (1980) (per-
mitting developing countries to "accord differential and more favourable treatment to developing
countries, without according such treatment to other" members).

128. See MITSUO MATSUSHITA ET AL., THE WORLD TRADE ORGANIZATION: LAW, PRACTICE
AND POLICY 3 59-60 (2003).

129. MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS, Overview of Japan's International Situation and Japa-
nese Diplomacy, 34 (2004).

130. See Japan Hopes for Better Economic Ties with Malaysia via JMEPA, MALAYSIA ECON.
NEWS, Oct. 2, 2006.

131. See, e.g., Malaysia, Japan To Hold Meeting to Enhance Economic Ties, ASIA PULSE, Jul.
11, 2006 (noting elimination of imports duties on textiles and fruit immediately, on rubber products
and plastics within eight years, and on chemicals, steel, and automotive parts within ten years).

132. See supra, Part IV (A)(ii), (iii).
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given that Pakistan and China can avail themselves of the lower standards per-
mitted by the Enabling Clause, this still represents an impressive effort. Again,
only time will tell how closely China and Pakistan actually get to "substantially
all the trade."

B. Chinese and Japanese FTAs

China and Japan have evinced different and, to a certain extent, competitive
strategies in adapting international economic law to political and diplomatic pre-
rogatives. Scholars have noted the tension generated in Tokyo when Beijing
signs an FTA, and vice versa. 133 With each new agreement, China and Japan
augment their regional stature, and boost their prospects to emerge as the re-
gional leader.

China has taken pains to accommodate the expectations of partner coun-
tries. Chile, as its previous FTAs show, 134 prefers orthodox, comprehensive
FTAs, focusing almost exclusively on goods. Accordingly, the China-Chile FTA
covers primarily trade in goods, and has few of the innovations apparent in other
FTAs. On the other hand, greater flexibility appears in the China-Pakistan FTA,
which defers key FTA elements - such as which products to lower tariffs on - to
later negotiations. This kind of uncertainty would be anathema to the compre-
hensive approach generally favored in western FTAs.

The China-ASEAN FTA proves to be the most interesting as a specimen of
international economic law. The "ASEAN Way" of incremental consensus-
building emerges as the key characteristic in the ongoing expansion of this
agreement. After learning how to cooperate with ASEAN through a decade of
political and security initiatives, China has agreed to operate by its cardinal dip-
lomatic principle. With each new annex that China and ASEAN sign, the rela-
tionship deepens, dispelling Southeast Asian anxieties about the "China threat."

Japan has shown a more orthodox approach to free trade agreements,
though not woodenly so. Relying on decades of investment and involvement
with Southeast Asia, Japan has also focused its first wave of EPAs there. This
will not only help Japan's key industries (automobile and electronics) acclimate
to increased global competition (including China), it could also lead to new
forms of regional cooperation, as the training school planned for Shah Alam
demonstrates.

133. See Samuel S. Kim, Regionalization and Regionalism in East Asia, 4 J. EAST ASIAN
STUDIES 39, 51 (2004).

134. Chile's FTAs with Canada (1997), Mexico (1999), Cost Rica (2002), El Salvador (2002),
the US (2004), Chile (2004), and the European Free Trade Agreement (2004) have all covered trade
in goods and services. They were, moreover, notified to the WTO under the more restrictive provi-
sions of GATT XXIV and GATS V, and not the more liberal Enabling Clause. See Jo-Ann Crawford
& Roberto V. Fiorentino, The Changing Landscape of Regional Trade Agreements, (WTO Discus-
sion Paper No. 8, 29-33, 2005),
http://www.wto.org/english/res-e/bookspe/discussionpapers8-e.pdf.
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Indeed, Japan's new international economic law is most interesting when it
deviates most widely from the meat and potatoes of goods and services. For in-
stance, what kinds of scientific and educational opportunities will the EPA with
Malaysia lead to? How can Japanese expertise in the financial services and capi-
tal markets sectors be exported to Thailand? What kind of measures will Japan
adopt to allow Filipina nurses and care givers into Japan? In honing its FTA
practices, Japan is closely reevaluating the opportunities and strengths of its re-
lationships with various "benefactor states" in Southeast Asia.

V.
CONCLUSION

Since 2002, a new wave of regional integration has swept East Asia. In
their own ways, China and Japan have promoted economic regionalization
through a wide array of FTAs (EPAs) that crisscross the Asia-Pacific. This
movement has multiple motivations; it responds to protectionism elsewhere,
heightened competitiveness in numerous sectors, and the realization that inter-
dependency is, quite literally, the way of the world. In addition, the FTA explo-
sion is closely tied to the emerging contest for regional leadership by China and
Japan. Both countries have assumed an FTA (EPA) strategy that links recent
diplomatic pushes with current economic mandates. While both countries are
eager to be the regional hub, it is not clear whether this desire will spark a re-
gion-wide free trade agreement, or a continued streak of bilateralism. In all like-
lihood, only when a significant number of China's and Japan's FTA partners
overlap will a regional free trade agreement be imaginable. Alternatively, a neu-
tral third party such as Korea may step in to bridge the gap.
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